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Mrs. Joan. (Bean) Witham passed
away at the residence of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Rose Kilgore, in Avon, Dec.
19, 1911, at the age of 82 years and
9 months.
She was born in Sanford
Me., March 17, 1829, and was the old
est daughter of David and Lucy Bean
When quite a small girl she came
with her parents to NAvon.
In 1846
she was married to Nathaniel
D.
Witham, who passed away in June,
I 1897.
The first year or more of
, their married life was spent in
Weld, after which they came to Philj ’dp9 and then to Avon, where they
lived nearly all of the Test of their
lifetime.
Five children were born to them:
Roscoe L. Witham, flor many years
a prominent farmer in Avon; Mrs.
Rosina A. KFigore; Ellen A., wife of
David Wii'dams, who died in 1894;
Mary F., the wife of Frank Parker
of Phillips and Lizzie S., wife of
Edwin T. Parker, of Avon.
Since
her husband’s death she has lived
alternately with her three
living
daughters, though most of the time
with Mrs. E. T. Parker.
Besides
her children she( leaves eight grand
children and several great grand
children.
She died beloved by her relatives
and a large number of friends and
acquaintances.
Her funeral Dec. 21,
was conducted by C. F. Chandler of
Phillips and the services were by
Rev. Mr. Hutchins.
The floral
tributes were a lkrge bouquet
of
white roses by Mrs. Rose Kilgore,
Mrs. E. T. Parker, Mrs. Alfred Mortbn and Selden Parker and a wreath
by Mrs. Sophia Keen.
The bearers
were N. E. Vining, Frank Savage,
Alfred Morton and Maurice T. oothaker.
The burial was in evergreen
cemetery.
%
to her grave in
Truly, “ She ca
full( age,
Like as a shock of corn cometh in
his season."
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SHOOT LOOSE
Pick up this gun
and feel the bal
ance of it—exam
ine the working
parts closely and
see the fine care
and finish of de
tail—you will say
it is a winner.
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G
R A N T ’S
CAM PS
The Hunting Season is now on for 1911 and we are booking
for Deer hunting, which is of the best.
Results Guaranteed.
ED G R A N T <& SO NS,

K e n n e b a g o , M a in e

Carrie Allen Toothaker.

Brown’s Camps, Lakes. Kezar.
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
enough to-interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer’ you private cabins
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
us for booklet, rates and detailed information. Address
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.

r ...TIM ..POND CAMPS
§•
Open when the ice leaves the lake. We guarantee both bait and fly- {jjj
If: fishing and catch trout. Telephone, daily mail. Write for 1912 booklet. £:
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S P R INS E AGS O N FO FIS H IN G
1912

THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD .

Publishes a beautiful little B ooklet in colors,
entitled “F IS H IN G ” . It tells all about w here to go,
in the ttangeley and Dead River Regions of M aine,
and contains an accurate M ap of th is T erritory.
A ddress with stam p,
F , N. B E H L , G . P .
P h illip s , M ain e.
B LA K E SLE E L A K E CAM PS.
Before deciding where to go hunting this fall, send for illustrated book and
map of the Blakeslee Lake Camps. There is no other resort in Maine where you
can find so many large bucks with the best of chances for a moose or bear, along
with the best of table and accommodations. 10,000 acres of new country to be
opened up this fall. It has never been hunted since the Indians left 50 years ago.
Come and get the cream of it.

JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine,
For booklet and particulars.

Carrie M., daughter of Kinsman
and Thankful Thomas Allen,
was
born in Rangeley, Maine, May 24,
1853.
In 1865 the family moved to
Madrid.
She attended the district
schools of these towns and afterward
taught for three years or more. Lat
er she worked in FrankTn, Mass.
Jan. 1, 1877 she was married to
Davrid H. Toothaker of Phillips, who
died Sept. 7, 1895.
During the life
of her husband and for several suc
ceeding years Mrs. Toothaker lived
in Phillips village.
Many
friends
remember her kindly deeds, . her
merry speech and the cordial hospi
tality of her home.
She was for sometime in charge
of the Central office for the first
telephone line installed in town.
For ten or twelve years she has
been in Massachusetts, much of the
time caring for invalids for which
work she was especially well fitted.
For nearly two years she
had
herself been ill, seeking relief at
various sanatoriums.
On Sunday,
Jan. 21, she went to the home of a
cousin, John Allen, in Lawrence,
Mass., dying in the early miorning
of Thursday, Jan. 25. Her death re
sulted from Bright’s disease, comp
licated by weakness of the heart.
She is survived by one brother,
Chjas. K. Allen, and, a niece, Mrs.
N. T. Toothaker, both of this town.
Funeral services were held at the
Union church, Phillips, Sunday, Jan.
28.
Rev. M. S. Hutchins
spoke
briefly in well'chiosen words
and
beautiful solos were rendered
by
Miss Estelle Barker.
Fragrant flowers upon her casket
told of the love and regard of rela
tives and friends.
The burial was
in Evergreen cemetery.
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Mrs. Joan (Bean) Witham.

K r u p i Fluid
Steel Barrels and
Lugs DropJorged
in one piece.
Breech Strongest
where others are

NITRO
CLUB
SHOT SHELLS

PRICE 4 CENTS.
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This new Winchester Repeater has speed and
power plus. It’s speedy because, being reloaded
, by the recoil, it can be shot as fast as the trigger
;can be pulled. It’s powerful because it handles a
cartridge of the most modern type, one that strikes
a blow of 2038 foot pounds. The combination of such
power with the rapidity of fire which this rifle is capable
of, makes it unusually desirable for hunting the biggest of
big game. There is no rifle made which
will deliver five as powerful blows in as
few seconds as the Winchester Model 1910.
Asir y o u r dealer to s h o w y o u one, o r send to the t
W in ch e ste r R e p e a tin g A r m s C o., N e w H a v e n ,
C o n n ., f o r a c irc u la r f u l l y d e scrib in g th is rid e .

Phillips Can Celebrate Centennial
This Year
Let Everyone Get Busy and Make

Proud Of.

It

An

Event

to Be

Phillips, Me., Jan. 29. 1912.
mittee could begin to make arrange
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
ments in the spring, and before August
Phillips was incorporated the 193d ! we could have all the machinery of a
town on February 25, 1812. Therefore full-fledged centennial in running order,
on the 25th day of next month we, as a | We have large halls and churches, a
town, will be 100 years old. 1912 is our park, a band and many other things
centennial year and as many other that would help make the day inter
towns celebrate such an event in their esting. We might have a street parade
history it seems to me that Phillips with the G. A. R., Sons of Veterans,
ought to do something in this line.
societies and school children in line.
| As the time is short and the winter Such a column led by the Phillips band
season a poor time in which to cele- would make an imposing display and
brate, we should do as many other and reflect great credit on our town.
towns do, have the celebration, if we
Probably some native could be pre
have one at all, at some seasonable vailed upon to give an address of wel
time during the centennial year. '
come, and some visitor, who formerly
I suggest that Old Home Week, in lived in Phillips, would respond. Then
August, would accommodate the great a ball game at the park and a grand
est number. Many old residents of ball in one of our excellent halls in the
Phillips, and others who were born evening might be a fitting finale to the
here but have lived away the most of occasion.
their lives, would embrace the oppor
Yes, we have the material to paint
tunity to revisit old familiar scenes on the town red on its 100th anniversary,
the 100th anniversary of the town’s in and could give the country to under
corporation.
stand that Phillips is on the map. I
We might have a citizen’s meeting in should like to hear from others, both at
the near future, choose some com homb and abroad, through the columns
mittees, decide on the time and the of Maine Woods.
kind of programme. Then the comJames Morrison.
ANNUAL

SESSION;

OF

MAINE

PRESS ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the Maine
Press association was held in the city
council chambers, Portland, Thursday
and Friday of last week.
The annual election of officers re
sulted in the choice of the following:
President; Ernest W. Morrill of Gardi
ner; vice-presidents, William O. Fuller
of Rockland, E. M. Blanding of Ban
gor and Louis O. Haskell of Pittsfield;
secretary, Joseph Woods of Portland;
treasurer, William H. Dow of Portland;
executive committee, Ernest W. Mor
rill of Gardiner, Guy P. Gannett of
Augusta, Cyrus W. Davis of Waterville,
and Charles E. Williams of Portland.
Myron E. Bennett of Alfred, William
Henry of Augusta and Lucy Brackett
of Phillips were elected to membership.
Interesting papers by E. M. Blanding
of Bangor, H. E. Bowditch of Augus
ta, Prof. George T. Files of Bowdoin
college, and W. S. Tuttle of Rutland,
Vt., representative of tbe Unite!
Typothetae of America on "The Cost,
of Printieg, were read.
Showy Footwear in Russia.
All Russians have a weakness for
handsome footwear, and the result is
that there are more showy boots worn
in the czar’s empire than anywhere
else on earth. This preference ex
tends to the women as well as the
men.

Old-Time Delicacies.
Cleopatra, -frail and fragile, like
many thin people at heartily, and her
guests wondered at the rarities of
which they partook. There was every
thing there that gastronomy could
think of, except mutton, an exception
in favor of the divine Ammon with the
hamlike head. Even the roast beef and
plum pudding were not lacking, for
these delicacies were as popular in
Thebes as was the broiled and salted
goose, with the good brown stout, and
strong barley wine to cheer the spir
its and assist the digestion.

SNIP your

i a l i n i
To McMillan fur & wool co.
vK‘ M I N N E A P O L I S . M IN N - .
K Vj. .
Illustrated Circular Free to anyone interested in.
RAW FURS;
-Trappers' Guide Free to those who ship to us.

ti

In T he M aine W oods”
Sportsmen's Guide Book
llth Annual Edition
Published by the

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
Mailed anywhere far 15 cents in stamp«.
Address Geo. M. Houghton,
Passenger Traffic Manager.
Bangor, Maine.
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TAXIDERMISTS

It is an ideal locality for the hunt—
|was held and the committee reported,
on snjowsihoes, of course, as there is
|“ ought not to pass.”
l
no chance far the real fox hunt on
In a short time after that New Hamphorses, rather too rough country for
|shire passed a similar law and has
G. W . PICKEL,
! showed no sign of repealing it. Other
'chat sort of ©'port.
TAX ID ER M IST
I think one of my neighbors lost
states have done the same.
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing
a black fox last winter.
He was
The bill the wardens presented called Tackle Indian Moccasins, Basket*
out with his rifle and the dog was
. for one dollar, twenty cents of which and Souvenirs.
off at a distance, when! the hunter
! went to the town clerk; the balance for Rangeley,
.
.
Main*.
spied on the hillside, not fair from
i the protection of game. The farmer
could hunt on his own land. The perThe .32-40 High Power factory cartridges sell farm buildings, a black animal with
for $34 20 net per thousand. By reloading the the alert earn of a fox, hut he was
N ASH OF M A IN E .
Ison who does not want to go hunting
same shells with factory primers, factory bullets
Licensed Taxidermist, Norway, Me.
and the same powder charge, your expense is sure it must be a small dag and did
doesn’ t need to buy a license; the one
$13.46;
Maine’s Leading Fish Taxidermist.
not shoot, hut passed on.
that does want to hunt ought to be
You save $20.74 on 1000 Cartridges.
willing
to
pay
one
dollar
to
help
pro
Our
first
winter
here
gave
some
The .32-40 low powder smokeless factory cart
ridges cost $28 80 per thousand; when you reload, thing of the same experience to the Boston Man Likes Camp Life tect the game, especially in close time.
E D M O N D J. BOU CH ER.
your expense is only $11.31, making: a saving: oi
writer, only this was a red one.
The resident hunters in open time will
$17.49.
Factory
.32-40 --------smokeless short range
____
49. F
a ctory------Licensed Sientific, Taxidermist.
cartridges cost $25.20 per thousand; by reloading
aYrm, a m n iin ta in ’ q ciHp, -nnad
So Well, Is In Camp for
help the wardens enforce the law, and (Tanner) Will give you Standard anA
your shells, they cost you only $7.65 per thous- U riVlltg a OMg a, m o u n ta in S Side roa d
and. Make your own bullets and you have 1000 with a brother, over the snow,
the 80 cents help look after the game Moth, proof work in all branches o i
short range cartridges for $3.80.
the Second Time Since
farm, buildings,
when the licensed resident hunter is Taxidermy and Tanning. Price list
You wouldn’t throw away your pipe after as wo approached
smoking it once; you waste money if you throw there appeared over the brow of the
engaged in other business in other ways. with useful instructions FREE.
away your expensive high-grade shells ^without
the Hunting
hill, coming along the road at a
Commissioners in the past have had N. E. Tel. 572-52.
reloading.
'FREE—The Ideal Hand Book tells all about the trot, the head and ears of a—well
strenuous times to build up the Inland 186 Main St.,
Season.
Auburn, M«.
tools and methods for reloading all standard
Fish and Game department, especially
rifle, pistol and shotgnu ammunition; 140 Bert said, it was a fox and. I laughed
pages of practical information for shooters. at him, saying, “ It is a dog, be
the game. The guide’s license as well
Mailed free to any shooter interested enough to
send three stamps postage to
T. A . JAM ES
longing to the house just ahead.”
as the non-resident hunter’s license
Mountain View, Jan. 30, 1912.
Brother
grabbed
the
rifle
and
asked
Will
continue
to do business in W l*
was
fought
tooth
and
nail,
and
by
some
7 % e T T Z a r/ in f i r e a r m s C o.
C. E. Myrich and wife of Farm
I warned him ington, who have been at Wfl ison’s of our best men in the legislature, men throp and make a specialty of Muse
33 W illow Street,
New Haven, Conn. me to sitbP the team.
that it was a dog and nearly in rang Mills for sometime, drove to Range- who would today fight as hard against um work and mounting and painting*
with the house.
Just then the an- ley en rout© for home last Thurs repeal of the same law. Most all laws, of fish in oil and water color.
fimal stopped and pricked up his day. ,
even good ones, have to pass through
Winthrop, - - Maine.
ears. Surely it was a fox. He did
W. N. Welch o f Ridlonvi! lie stopped various stages before finally passed, and
not njotice the horses, but heard our here Friday en route for Rangeley have to be tested. The resident hunter’s
E S T A B L IS H E D 1892.
dispute, and by the time I could where he is to have charge of the license has been tested in other states,
Practical Glassblower, and Manu
check the horses and Bert was out tini work on the new schoolhouse. why not in Maine?
with the rifle, Mr. Fox had taken to The remainder of the crow will ar
Protect the female deer so we can facturer of Artificial Eyes for Text
the pasture and started on a run up rive the first of the week.
have more in the southwestern part of dermists a Specialty. 35 years Bx
perience.
the hill. Several shots were chanced
Maplewood Farm, Jam. 23, 1912.
James Shea, a Rurttford tailor, is the state. I see in your last week’s
at the flying animal, each of which touring the lumber camps drumming paper that one writer says a large per
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
F . SC H U M A CH E R
cent of the doe deer are barren. I 285 Halladay St., Jersey City, N. J .
I can’t help wondering what has appeared only to add power to his up orders for the spring trade.
I don’t know
become of the numerous foxes that heels, and he was traced a half
G. B. Fletcher of Auburn is also can’ t dispute him.
roamed this locality two or three mile or more up the bare hill, like doing the camp with the same line whether he is right or wrong. If he is
right, all the more need of protecting j
winters since.
Two winters since— a streak of color hurtling over the of goods. ,
“ M O N M OU TH MOCCASINS.”
our first winter on the farm— fox the snow in the front of a strong
If you want to know how ca’ d it the lives of the few that do breed if we
They are made for
es were seen frequently and the bay breeze.
has been for the past three weeks, want more deer.
Sportsmen,
Guides, Lumbermen.
Last fall, when the leaves had ask Dr. Ross of Rangeley, who has
I don’t think it fair or in the interest
ing of hounds on the chase was hear
in different directions nearly every j fallen, with my rifle I stood on a had a very sick patient at Bemis of the state to discuss that question of
Known the world over for excel
day for the winter.
hare knoll; listening to the baying of and has had to drive to Oquossoc game in Maine on imagination, or tell
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
Just back of the farm buildings, a hound coming down the near side nearly every morning in time to the other fellow he doesn’ t know. We
M. L. G E T C H E L L CO.,
at a distance of perhaps one hun of the higher mountain at the east get the 7.05 train but has been well have no thick cedar swamp in a large
of
the
farm.
The
cry
was
coming
m
part
of
Maine
for
deer
to
hide
in
the
dred yards, the
hi’ Bj rises
ab
rewarded, as he discontinued bis
Monmouth,
Maine.
ruptly ho a height of say 200 feet or way and I stepped behind a fir bush visits last Friday after the coldest same as in the northern part of the
more, and in winter the whole front and, sure enough, there was a rustl ride of the winter, the thermometer state. We are more thickly settled,
RODS A N D SN O W SH O ES.
is in good view of the house. This ing of leaves in the hollow, coming running down to 46 below zero that therefore more hunters can dodge out
of the city and back in a day and have a
was a favorite run for the Reynard nearer till I could count the foot morning.
I make R angeley w ood and split b am 
family and track© were generally in falls, and then the fox itself came
Frank Michaud, who has been run joy ride and sometimes get a deer. I boo rods for fly fishing and trailla*.
Rods
to let. Snow shoes to order.
into
view—coming
exactly
toward
me.
evidence.
Hounds raced them aning on the mail car from Rumford have noticed this fact, that in my sec
E. T. HOAR, Rangeley, Maine.
round the smaller mountain, of which I had only a rifle and soft-nosed to Oquossoc, has changed runs with tion when the law has been on for a
the cliff is the face toward the west bullets, and did not want to tear him Fred O’Connell of the Bangor and term of years deer increase, when it
and after circling the hill two
or to pieces lengthwise, so I waited till Boston line of the B. and M., on comes off they decrease. The numbers
MAPS OF M A IN E
three times, generally the willy fox he was passing, when I could take trains 127-8.
Mr. Michaud made hold out better when the doe is pro
But he did not his home hero till hajs marriage last tected than when she is not. Buck
would strike off for some other high a broadside at him.
RO AD S
hill or mountain, apd the baying of pass^—he got scent of me, he was so summer.
Since then he has been deer are what they all want.
Let us increase the flocks and herds
the hounds to1id the direction till lo s t! near’ an*d turned hack for cover. living in one of the cottages on the
in the distance, perhaps soon again I helped him along, but did not stop southwest shore of the lake opposite regardless of what some good men may
Maine W ood s hag frequent lnqurlee
Being somehow averse to a Mountain View.
maps o f the fishing regions o f the
to be heard, coming nearer and near him.
Mr. O’Connell wi'fl say that deer are holding their own. for
state, e tc. W e ca n furnish, the fo llo w !« *
That may be true in the thick wooded Maine maps;
er1—then away to a distant wood or
gun> where the game has little also make his home here.
and Meganitic districts . . 26©
rocky , eminence, where the swift- j c^aixo©> I always carry a rifle, and
Messrs. A. C. HoF and Edwin C. and sparsely popujated parts of the Rangeley
Rangeley and M egantic districts,
footed animal went to earth, unless ^ lat may
* have yet to Foss of Boston arrived at Mountain state, but we must all remember that
very large .......................... 25c
M oosehead and A roostook dis
O. M. M.
sooner overtaken by dog or hunter. shoot a fox.
View Friday nijbht.
This is Mr. the spoiling interests in Maine are on
tricts ................................. 50o
County ..................................... 5ft©
While wlorking ini my shop one day,
Holt’s second trip to the wilds since the increase and will make its inroads Franklin
Som
erset
County
..................................... 5Do
W A N TS A GAME PRESERVE.
tile near yelping of a small hound
the hunting season opened last fall. on our big game all over the state. Oxford County ......................................... 5ft©
Piscataquis
County
................................. 60c
! Let us not run too near the danger line; I
was heard, and peering from the
According to the Boston Trans He will be remembered, as in com when deer get too" scarce camps and in A roostook County ................................. 60e
W
ashington
County
............................. 50c
window I saw close by on {lie hillside
cript he proposition by Salem D. pany with another gentleman, he land hotels will be cheaper. The big i Outline map of Maine, 30x35 in. . . $1.00
a fox galloping along as though in
hunted
in
the
Kennebago
valley,
Geological map o f Maine .................. 36c
Charles, ^Jamaica Plain’s well-known
game in Maine is doomed in the not R. R. map o f M aine ...................... 3£©
nlo particular hurry—perhaps hus
street commissioner and president of stopping at Pete Lufkin’s' camp, distant future if they don’t have more ' Androscoggin County .......................... 36c
banding his strength—and within two
Cumberland County .............................. 35o
again
the Massachusetts Fish and Game where his love of camping
60c
j care and protection, or will be so scarce i H ancock County .............
rods in the rear came the young
takes
him.
Pete
was
here
to
greet
K
ennebec County .......................
36c
association, for a five thousand-acre
it won’ t be very much fun to hunt, un K nox County ......................................... 36«
hound'.
Mr. Fox was making for a
his
party
and
Saturday
morning
they
game preserve, ife one that will com
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties . . 36c
less it is fun to just hunt|
“
jutting ledge and when1 next I saw
County .............................. 60o
mend itself at once to the attention started to follow Pete to camp and ; “ When the benefits to be derived from Penobscot
W aldo County .....................................
36c
him he had circled the le’dge
and
if
they
kept
up
the
pace
he
set
Y
ork
County
............................................. 35t,
of all those interested in the good
j a resident hunter’s license are fairly dis
was bounding away on the back track
■thepi
when
they
left
Mountain
View
purposes of this organization.. Var
It was some time before ■the dog ious individuals and sma'Jj concerns House they certainly did not feel cussed and understood ciT their merits,
J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
there will be no trouble in making such
recovered the scent; but then the
are engaged in this work to some ex the cold although ijfc was 24 below ajlaw. The non-resident» license is low
fox was well “on his way.”
Phillips,
Maine.
when 'they left.
tent, but the scheme for* securing
enough.
tor
•
I followed the track of
a fox
such a large preserve as this is*
The interests of the two will b e 1
and hunter up the face of the cliff,
really the best justification of the' N O T LESS GAME WE W A N T IN mutual, and will help to increase game
one day, the track being plain enough
existence of the association.
In
MAINE B U T MORE.
GUIDES’ ADDRESSES.
by ample protection and no doubt a
in the soft snow; but the track ap
mo other way could it so surely carry
surplus fund so that the state would
parently ended at the foot of a small
This colum n is fo r sale to guides whc
out the purpose for which it is or Warden M. C. Morrill Talks on the get a benefit from the game as well as w ant
their addresses to appear
fi
fir tree, the branches of which came
ganized.
The amount of money it
Maine W oods each week In alphabetical
Subject of Non-Resident Li
railroads, hotels and sporting camps order.
down to the ground.
The branches
For price, address, Maine W ood »
will take to start this preserve is
cense and Other Matters.
! and the sportsmen in the state and out Pninipe, Maine.
were rather open, and
in closely
about $20,000, but it seems to be
would pay the bills. The fellow that
inspecting the track and where it
beyond the resources of the associa
Gray, Me., January 26, 1912.
dances ought to pay the fiddler and James E. Durrell, Rangeley, Me.
might lead, I went up the ledge be
tion at the present time.
Led by To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Joseph J. Hill, The Forks, Maine.
that includes the rent of the hall.
side the tree and found where Rey its wealthy members, let it devote
I hear some talk through your paper
James Briggs, Howe Brook, Maine.
It
is
not
less
game
we
want
in
Maine,
nard had clambered up the limbs of
its attention immediately to the rais and others, in favor of a resident hunt
but more. If deer get so plenty up N. B. Nile, Rangeley Maine.
'the tree for several feet and leaped ing of this fund and without doubt
er’s license. I was a warden up to last above Dover and Foxcroft that Captain
out to the bank, which would require a groat
many persons not now fall, and the last Grand Army warden
Pollard finds out they are in any dan
a detour by man or dog to reach by
piembers will he glad to assist in on the force to hold a commission from
ger of starving the resident license
any other route.
the enterprise.
the governor and council. The War
Prepares thoroughly for all
will furnish funds so he can buy them
But it was all in vain—the hunter
den’s Association, of which ,J was a
college and scientific schools.
a
few
tons
of
mixed
clover
hay
and
got that fox in spite of his cunning.
MANY GYPSY MOTH NESTS.
member in 1909, after discussing the as he knows where they live will be
College, Classical
Foxes were frequently seen that
resident hunter’ s license, by unanimous
and
prepared
to
feed
them
at
short
notice.
first winter by members, of the house
Report of Four Months’ Work In vote, elected three men as a committee,
English
Courses.
M. C. Morrill.
hold, from the windows, one passing
Western Maine by Agent.
M. C. Morrill, Capt. Pollard, D. L.
Location ideal for high mountain air
between the house and bam and a
Cummings, to draft and present a T W O NEW PONDS OPENED UP pure water and quiet environment.
hound coming along soon after,
A. O. Pike, field agent for the resident hunter’s license to the legis
NEAR PIERCE POND.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
searching for the lost trail.
I sel Gypsy moth, reports the finding of
lature, the original of which can be
Winter term opens Tuesday, January
dom pass the rear windows without many gypsy moth nests in western
The advertisement of C. A. Spauld 2, 1912. Spring term opens Wednes
found among other rejected documents
stopping to 'Scan the hillside for sign Maine, during the past four months of various kinds in the State House. ing in this week’s issue will inter
day, April 3, ^912.
Oi possible fiox or deer—in winter of work there under his direction.
He is opening up two Catalog on request. Write Principal*
The Fish and Game Commission were est you.
time, of course.
In all, 97,829 nests have been tak afraid of it, although they knew, new ponds to fly fishing where you
W. E. SARGENT, Litt. D.
Last winter there were a few foxes en and the work in Dayton, San and even said, it onght to pass and can get fish weighing from one-half
Hebron,
Maine.
hunted, but1 this winter the cry of ford, Kennebunk and Wells in York
Send for one
gave the same reason t .at Represen to 4 pounds each.
the hound in the chase has scarce ■county, is still unfinished. .
tative S. B. Smith of Berwick, did of his circulars which will give you
been heard at all, and no fox tracks
The nests taken in each town are ‘ whe,n.I showed him the bill, that it all the information you desire.
seen except back in the woods.
as follows: York, 30,096; E/dotj 16,- would keep tabs on resident and non
Possibly the furry chaps have been 176; Kittery, 15,384; Wells, 13,338; resident hunters, as the hunters would
L o o k to th e F u tu re .
Finish every day and be done with
hunted out, and perhaps there has South Berwick, 9,598; Berwick, 4,- have to show one or the other to have a
hunter is allowed eight deer, twe
been more going on in this vicinity 031; North Berwick, 3,790; Leban right to hunt or fish. So a warden would" it. You have done what you could.
moose, three caribou and three sheep
Some
blunders
and
absurdities
no
of late than formerly, for the farm on, 2,129; Kennebunkport, 1,445; not be obliged to let the hunter pass on
At any rate, in the way of J ig gam
doubt crept in; forget them as soon
was idle and left alone for one or Slcanborlo, 488; Kennebunk, 399; Ac- his word that he was a resident. The
as you can, tomorrow is the new day; Maine Mves up to its motto, Dirigo
more, winters, when Reynard might tan, 315; Sanford, 271; South Port hill was presented by Representative begin it well and serenely, with too
“ I lead,’ * a.nd sustains Its .’eputatior
eaisly have made himself more fa land, 118; Westbrook, 111; Dayton, Smith and referred to the committee high a spirit to be cumbered by the
as the playground of the’ nation.—
miliar without risk to his pretty hide. 109; Cape Elizabeth, 27.
on inland fish and game. A hearing past.—Emerson.
Lewiston Sun.
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& Rangeley Lakes Railroad.

of more congested regions. My
au(nt, who was/ bom in the state
T im e -T a b le I n E ffe c t D e c . 3 d , 1911.
o f Maine, has since ¡beenj laid in
”
her last resting place beneath the
PM
A.M.
AM .
P.M.
New York, (Gr. Cen, Sta.)
ar *5 35
lv 10 60
sunny skies of this far Pacific coast.
Boston, (via Portsmouth) ar t3 05
A 11 12
lv t9 00
AM.
Peace be with her.
Boston, (via Dover)
ar 3 30
ar 9 05
lv Í3 CO lv 8 56
ar
10
10
Portland
ar
5 35
lv
1
55
lv 8 80
Two days later found our outfit in
A.M.
A.M,
camip at a spring about ten miles
Farmington,
ar 6 57 ar t9 35 ar 2 15
lv 12 01 lv 5 15 lv til 00
west) of the cabin, being the first
Strong.
lv 1 42
12 32 II
5 47
12 05
water encountered between the two
A.M.
points.
We were located in one
Strong.
ar 1 30
lv 5 50
Salem.
1 05
6 16
of the most ideally beautiful camp
lv 12 45
Kingfield.
ar 11 5G
6 35>
lv 18 00
ing ¡places it lias (been my lot
to
Embody the latest and greatest improvement in
know.
Nearby a massive pinnacle
11 23
Carrabasset,
8 25
lv 11 00
Bigelow
ar 8 55
of rock shot up >t|0 a h eighth of
shotgun ammunition
in the
and
P.M.
nearly a thousand feet—cathedral
AM .
Strong,
6 26
8 45
1 42
where
it
be
in
order
to
afford
protection
to
like in its splendid sweep.
At
lv 1 20
ar 6 10
Phillips.
lv tG 05 lv Î7 30 ar 12 25 ar t3 00
lv 7 40 ar ia 55 lv 6 15 ar 12 30
the shooter. Absolutely the handsomest, best con
•the rear of the camp an almost
Redington,
11 26
12 00 perpendicular ridge, hundreds of fee
7 17
9 15
structed and finest shooting goods ever produced.
Eustis
Junction,
f9 40
Dead River,
flO 52
high, extended for a long
distance,
f7 43
Rangeley.
lv tlO 45 lvtll 00
Peters “ Target” and “ High Gun
ar 8 00
ar 10 15
while stretched before ns £or two or
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M
P.M.
A.M.
See Note three miles lay the most beautiful
See Note
— are superior to
brands of
f. Train stops on signal or notice to conductor,
valley that can be imagined.
At
other makes. Try them for your fall field shooting.
t Daily except Sunday.
Jntervals of 100 yards or so were
* Daily except Monday.
Full descriptive booklet mailed on request.
A. Change of cars at South Lawrence.
massive live oak trees, the ground j
Note. Trains Nos. 7 and 12 are subject to cancellation any day without previous notice.
being) covered with a luxuriant i
m o r r is McDo n a l d .
f. n . b e a l .
President & General Manager
General Passenger Age
growth of ferns and vegetation. The
NEW YORK: 98 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager
|whole effect was that o f a beautiful
SAN FRANSCICO: 608-612 Howard St., J. S. French, Manager.
NEW ORLEANS: 321 Magazine S t, E. F, Leckert, Manager
landscape garden on a grand and
*far-reaching scale.
At tbis location I had my first j
Iintroduction to, and acquaintance
with, the big blue mountain quail
with the prospects of the hunt
of this section.
One morning I
planned for that afternoon.
heard a large covey calling and
(To be Continued.)
Hunter Adds Several Quail and Rabbits to His Game Bag. whistlihig on the hillside above, evi
dently working their way downward
to water, as even they it seems,
must sometimes drink.
Taking
Irregularities.
At one time we
By Charles R. Palmer.
; my gun I proceeded in the direction
All who know Harry Dill please hold
crtossed a canon artifically bridged
Philadelphia,Pa., Jan. 15, 1912.
Iof the sounds and after a
hard up their hands. Yes, raised in Phillips
and after another hour’s hard climb
T o the Editor of .Maine Woods:
scramble came upon about thirty and now U. S. Consular Agent in Cana
Several years ago 'while on a visit we found ourselves creeping along
of them in an open place
among da. H. P. Dill was the Major’s son,
to the Pacific coast, it was my priv* the edge o f a precipice where a pebthe mazanitas.
It is practically and is also the father of General
ilege tio be invited to join in a deer j ble could be dropped into tbe same
impossible) to flush these birds, and Elliott Dill. Harry, when younger,
hunt.
The start was made from the j trail over which we had passed,
|at sight of me they scattered and and possibly at present, was something
thriving little city of San Bernadino, down, down, down, until it landed
ran for cover, acting exactly like a of a genius and loved a joke as well as
located some 60 miles north of Los fully two thousand feet below. For
flock of turkeys.
Two quick shots any one. He has been something of a
Angeles.
Our party of three was those accustomed to 'the lowland
j started two of the birds rolling diown newspaper body and appreciates things
equipped with a team of horses, this was no place to linger and there
|the hillside, and
I managed
to which sometimes come to the eyes of
open platform spring wagon, having fiore we hurried upward, as fast as
slip in another shel'l and get one the editor—certain “ Pieces for the
wide tires for desert use, tent, 'mess our wiry little horses could negoti; more before they were all out of Paper,” you know. The Honorable
kits, rifles and all other necessary : Ate the steepness.
Of course the
sight.
Gathering up the fallen Harry and the writer occasionally swap
fixtures.
Our guide and host was bipeds of the party ¡walked and |
the
I
'>eau,^eiS'
* sa,l down to admire them yarns> these days, and that reminds me
a man raised in that section, thor were very glad to do so, as
oughly versed in the art of camping thought was not pleasant as to ' and rest after my violent climb. In 0f a certain piece sent in for publicaa few minutes I heard one of the tion which will please him as well as
All cars and 5th Avenue busses pass Hotel.
and hunting, and it is needless to what would happen in case some
scattered flock, evidently the lead the readers of the “ Woods.”
Subway and Elevated R. R. stations one minut«
say that we all looked forward with of the gear gave way with one
Five minutes walk to theatres and shops
er,
cackling
and
calling
Something
The editor never criticises a bit of From Grand Central _____
__ car
_______
Station take
marked
keen anticipation to
the enjoy aboard.
nown
nr
irossin
h
o
w
e
v
e
r
cru
de
!
“
Broadway”
to Hotel.
°r Subway to Colum
after the manner of a guinea fowl. Incal
local news or gossip, nowever cruue , bua Circlet onedirect
minute
f rom Hotel.
ment of the ten days before us.
On, up, up, we went, the rarity
Sitting perfectly quiet I soon espied the writing may be—the editor is but
50 Rooms, Detached Bath, $1.00 per day
our
The mlorning after our arrival we of the atmosphere making
100
..
1.50
one
of
the
birds
stealing
toward
the
too
glad
to
receive
the
item
and
make
25
..
with
1.50
were off for the mountains, leaving breath dome “in short pants.” We
100
.,
..
„
2.00
caller,
and
quickly
taking
aim
startthe
necessary
corrections.
Very
few
100
„
;.
„
2.50
the home o f our host in the valley were mow 5,000 feet above the floor
Suites with Bath
3.50
„ and up
at 3 A. M.
The stars glit o f the valley but with still 2,000 feet ed him rolling down the hillside. At people write an article for print
SEND FOR FREE GUIDE TO CITY
the
sound
of
my
gun,
two
gray
which
does
not
need
more
or
less
edittered coldly overhead, and we were to negotiate before reaching
the I
W . J O H N S O N Q U IN N , P r o p .
squirrels in a pine tree directly o r J¡ng,
glad to make use o f the warm wraps top o f the range.
The sun beat
But there occasionally comes to the
and blankets with which we were down upon us fiercely, and we be- i er my head, started a noisy chalprovided. Far
ahead of us across gan to have strong recollections of 1Tenge at the disturber of their peace editor’s table something so perfectly
j and rising to my feet I quickly ad bad (?), as was once said, “ So rotten
the desert wastes of the valley the Ihow little we had eaten at our sleepy |
ded them to my game list.
With that it is good,” that the effort is given
’ mountains loomed dimly.
The eight 3 A. M. breakfast.
There could he !
a little careful maneuvering I se publicity, especially when the author
intervening miles were covered very no permanent halt however, until
cured two more quail from the covey has explicitly stated that he or she
slowly, as most of the distance the the summit was gained, and so we
and returned to camp having game wants it published exactly as written,
horses were wading fc-ilock deep in kept climbing.
Soon we reached a
Largest Fur House in Southern
sufficient for several savory stews.
then the editor gets nettled and says,
Minnesota.
lpose sand.
As the sun appeared little spring which trickled out o f
This
variety
of
quail
is
the
most
Highest cash price paid for all
“
Let
’er
g
o.”
•
gloriously over the ranges we began the ¡rocks bry the roadside an|d just
kinds of raw furs. Send in your
beautiful member of the partridge
Here is a case in point, and this ad
shipments or write for our price
the lotng, gradually rising ascent of at the brink of another awful gorge.
list.
We also handle hides, wool
The monition precedes the item—it being
and pelts.
the foot hills.
Aty about us were |While refreshing ourselves I saw a family that I have met.
cocks
are
crested
with
two
beautiful
so
old
and
foreign
that
no
one
will
w
sand, sagebrush, and here and there gray tree squirrel in the branches
2 J¿-218 E.Clark St., Albert Lea,Minn.
groups of cactus of many varieties, of a live-oak which grew on «.the plumes about three,, and ome-half recognize it, I’ll take chances, “ please j
The upper parts of put this in Just as it is and o blige a
Taking inches long.
the kind attracting most attention very brink of the abyss.
the
birds
are
deep
slate-blue,
the frend.”
j
being the “ spear-cactus,” growing quick aim I fired and the squirrel
I copy this item verbatim, omitting ried. He sent me the announcement
I ran to the edge and looked breasts being mottled in colors sim
up straight as a barbed shaft to a fell.
the only the periods which appear before j to be made and followed it with the reHorrors!
I think he must ilar to the ruffed gqbuse of
height of 12 or 15 feet, and looking lover.
They are about two and one- and after each separate word : (Names |quest that I might add a little verse
for all the world like speansj planted j be fallinlg yet.
One may be very %ast.
after the announcement. I wanted to,
in the ground.
Ground squirrels, sure that I had no desire to retrieve ha,1® times the size of our Bob changed of course.)
‘Mrs. Judith |Smart of Big Bay and but didn’t.
rabbits, jack-rabbits, quail, • owls, my game.
My only wish was
to Whites and are quite as palatable.
and hawks were evident in. great keep climbing, hoping that I might Served up by our expert cook, one Baby sun and Miss g. m. Somebody of I I have another in mind—verses writnumbers.
Some little target practice! find a place (where I could not see can imagine what a delicous addi Somewhere Was the gust of Miss K. ten anent the accidental death of someJohnson and Mr. H. J. Johnson on body’s darling—killed beneath a locotion they prfoived to our camp fare.
was indulged in and several rabbits i off.
We remained two or three days monday sept. 25 as Johnsons Corners motive’ s cruel wheels. A sympathising
secured for our mid-day lunch.
By | By one o’clock, almost faint from
‘ a and in joid a nice viset in Witch Mr. friend sent the bereaved parents a
eight o ’clock we were at the foot of I hunger, we were all the way up, at this location, and although
the mountains proper and commenced: only to find that we were obliged bunch of three deer were jumped by H. J. J. intrained (entertained) his lady poem of several verses, ending with
the ascent, following a first-class |to commence a descent down the oth- our host, and fired at, we were frends With his new zon o Phone and this one:
wagon toll road.
Our first hour’s er side almost equal in steepness to unsuccessful in securing venison, and finest Choise of records of the finest “ God in compassion saw your child
In this vile world of sin,
climb was along the course‘of Water- j what we had experienced on the side ; aD(* fberefOi e decided to ,Tmn e . as band and of god save the king in Witch
he has purshet (purchased) from toron- The gates of heaven He opened wide,
Truly these mountains wo were Out f o r big game,
man’s Canyon, following a pretty ascended.
Thfe engine passed him in.”
High noon of the following dAy to in Witch all Whom has herd it gives
mountain brooklet which comes rush- are well named “sierras” —“ saw
Moral—Have pity on the editor and
found our outfit in camp by the I him praze for his fine out fit in Witch
ing 'uoisity down its rocky way to be 1teethf?’
left
for
have
some well-read friend examine
side
of
a
beautiful
mountain
brook
Miss
Somebody
and
Mrs.
J.
S
Within a very short time
after
lost completely in the sands of the
,in Willow Canon.
The getting of home in there out fit of Miss S fine your attempt atpoeticcondolence
be
reaching
the
summit,
we
arrived
at
desert below within 1-4 mile of wher
(the
wagon
to
this
point
had
proved
poney
and.new
carrage
she
has
purshet
fore
offering
it
for
print.
The
editor
it first meets their thirst.
All a comfortable little cabin just off
and wood doves cotoing; a truly Ar- the main wagon-trail where we put a very strenuous undertaking. Big i Ware they injoined fine time While a is delicate about altering such a tribute, however crude it may be.
This cabin was the fallen trees had been . ¡removed from way. sept 25, 1905. ”
about us mocking-birds were singing up for lunch.
O. M. M.
our
path,
deep
gullies
negotiated
and
j
For
a
would-be
young
reporter
or
summer
home
of
an
aunt
and
uncle
cadian place of beauty, of shade and
side
hills
traversed
where
to
prewriter
for
the
press,
the
above
would
___
o f mine where we were all
most
of flo/wers.
Just in
the vent an upset, we had been obliged prove good exercises, in the attempt to
By ten o'clock we had left the can cordially received.
FOR
THE
PAPER
However, re-write the item in shape for the PREPARES
yon with its cottonwoods and shady rear o|f the dwelling a large sipring to hold up our vehicle.
we
were
there
at
last,
with
a
roarpaper.
In
this
case
it
was
evidently
ASSOCIANEW
YORK
BAR
giushes
out
of
the
hillside
in
suffic
greenness and commenced an almost
TION.
perpendicular climb up over the bar ient volume to form quite a large ¡¿•ng campfire going and with keen done and no doubt the writer read it
this appetites flor the lunfcheom in coursse 1with pride and claimed to have written
ren shoulder of the great mountain. ilbrook, a very ¡rare thing in
preparation).
Our guide had left it 1‘just as printed.
Sure.
Here the trail 'wound in and out tak region where water is"so scarce. All j
Excuse me if I am getting critical
Raymond Fellows, Esq., son of Osing every advantage of the rugged aJbout the cabin grew apple, plum ! the team two hours earlier, going
bushes \directly across the mountain to the ; in my old age, but it is only because, car F. Fellows, of Bucksport and
and pear trees, also berry
irsaugoi', has
nas prepared
preya-rwu. a
a. paper
pa.ptu dealto
of many varieties.
These are a place of rendezvous but at that like myfriend Dill, I see the funny Bangor,
ing with the character of the law
great novelty for southern Califlorn- moment had not yet put in his ap- j things, you know,
Newspaper folk, better than any j practice in the state of Maine, point
Soon we heard several
ia and their growth is only possible pearance.
A most «useful little present, in on ac’count of the altitude. .Nearly whoops across on the opposite side others, know the proneness of the local ing out some of the merits and de
merits of the existing system, which
dispensable to every housekeeper, a every tree and bush was loaded to of the canon andi dn a few minutes writer to drop into poetry, especially
He was in a when the heart is full—so very full at is of considerable interest to alJl
needle hook, containing' forty of the the breakinjg point with the most he had joined us.
members of the legal profession.
best needles made, will be sent free to perfect fruit I 'have ever seen. As highly excited frame of mind, and times that it is necessary for the editor
any address. With your request for paragus, rhubarb and many other announced that he had shot at and to take a strong stand |nd possibly lose Mr. Fellows has prepare this pa
per for the New York Bar associa
this needle book, enclose a yellow wrap delicious vegetables were growing wounded a “ cracking big deer!” a dear friend by omitting the “ pome.”
I wish I had all the discarded poems tion, and that he should be select
per from a bottle of “ L. F.” Atwood’s in the garden in great profusion, However, we decided the best plan
medicine, stating your experience o r ! Truly an ideal abode for this dear would be to take plenty o f time in of even my experience. What a book ed to do this important work for a
body that includes s'mie of the lead
opinion of the remedy. Write todayj old couple to sperid their autumnal the eating o f our lunch, rest a lit they would make!
ing legal authorities of the country,
I
remember
of
a
young
man
who
ran
to the I*. F. Medicine Co., Portland, days in peace and serenity, far re tle and then take up the trail. You
moved from the turmoil and strife may be sure our nerves tingled away with his best girl and got mar- is a high compliment ¡to his abil’rity.
Maine.
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Miriam Brackett two weeks ago,
with the following members pres
IM PR O VED S T A N D A R D R IFLES
ISSUED WEEKLY.
ent; Mrs. J. A. Russell Mrs^F. N.
Hand Operated and Automatic.
Beal
Mrs. Carl Hennings, Mieses
Avilla
Hersey,
Mi
dred
Mahoney,
Es
V
West Phillips, Jan. 22, 1912.
3 Cal. 35 - 30-30 and 25-35
telle Barker, Algi© Pratt, Mollie
Phillips, Maine
The No. 6 branch of the railroad has
High power—quick as a flash and very accurate. 1912 Models are
*
Hescock.
Miss Brackett was chos not been broken out above C. E. Dill’s
now ready. Every Standard Rifle is repeatedly tested with U. M. C.
❖
OUTING EDITION.
Cartridges and must shoot quick and true. Thoroughly dependable
en president and Miss Hersey sec crossing since the recent snowfalls.
B pages, ........................... $1.00 per year
and fully guaranteed, by STANDARD ARMS MANUFACTURING
retary.
The meeting wi It be twice There are rumors in the air that this is
COMPANY.
LOCAL EDITION.
«
a month on Saturday afternoon.
In as far as the company will clear the
o
11 and 16 pages .............. $1.50 per year addition! to the above members are
*
track this winter; if this report is true
*
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Pana Misses Bertha Beede, Ella
Beal, it will cause much trouble for those
*»
ma subscriptions, 60 cents extra, p o r Fern
Voter
and
Ina
Badger.
Bast
e**n subscriptions, 76 cents extra.
who are and have been hauling lumber
Saturday afternoon Miss Hersey en to the track, unless some of the large
Entered as second class matter, January 21, tertained the club, serving delicious buyers advance a little cash on the
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
refreshments.
Mrs. Hennings will wood they are buying. There is quite
the'Act of March 3, 1879,
The open box magazine raakss loading or unloading the work of but an instant.
No clip—no extra magazine used. You will be interested in our free booklet ‘ ‘ Big
entertain the club at its next a little lot at the track and more com
Game Shooting” which fully describes both models. If your dealer can’t show jyou
T h e Maine W oods thoroughly covers meeting.
ing every day.
these Rifles, write us—we will make you the same prices.
the entire state of M aine as to H un t
ing. MahJng, Trapping, Camping and
The following officers of Hope ReIn
mention
of
Messrs.
Bearce&
Son’s
S T A N D A R D A R M S M A N U F A C T U R IN G CO.
Outing news and the w hole Franklin
bekali lodge were installed last extensive operations in another column
oeunty locally.
104 F Street,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Maine W oods solicits com m unications Thursday evening, Jan. 18, by Grand
I recall the fact that Mr. H. P. Dill,
and fish and gam e photographs from its
readers.
District Deputy President, Mrs. Ab- who is U. S. Consul at Orillia, Canada,
W hen ordering the address o f your
paper changed, please give the old as bie Wilkins, and Grand Marshal, is having what lumber, of the kinds
It was
Wed] as new add<r«as.
Mrs. Miriam Russell, of Wilton, in wanted, on his Madrid lot, cut and last half was closer and Wilton man the weather was cold.
aged to score 12 paints, while Phil voted, to have a social Saturday, ev
their
usual
'pleasing
manner,
as
hauled
to
the
track
near
Messrs.
The Editions of the Maine Woods
ening, Feb. 3, proceeds to go towards
sisted by Mrs. Lucy B. Brackett, Bearce’s mill. “ Ike” Raymond is do-, lips was1 getting 18.
this week are 6,600 copies.
The next game here will bè with helping to get the Parcels Post.law.
grand warden; Mrs, Imogen© Scam- ing this work. This goes to the Inter
Abbott School,
Feb. 10.
It will A good time is expected and it is
man,, grand secretary; Mrs.
Berta national Co. at Phillips village.
Thursday, February 1, 1912.
Holt, grand treasurer; Mrs. Cora
Coming to the little lot at tfce track probably be one of the fastest games hoped that all who are interested in
this cause will be present.
Barker, grand chaplain: N. G., Mrs.i at Hodge’s crossing it may be said: of the season.
COLDEST Y ET.
Date of next meeting, Feb. 10.
P. H. S.
W. A.
Edith Haley; V. G., Miss Daisy D av-' From W. F. Calden’s farm there have
lb
Sawyer
French; been hauled 270 cords, and there is at Noble, rf
Thermometer Running to the 40 enport; Sec., Mrs. Clara
At the last regular meeting
of
Holt, If
rib
Lo vejoy
F. Sec., Mrs. Carrie Adams; Treas,, least 70 cords more to come.
Mark In Some Localities.
Sandy
River
Grange,
P.
of
H.,
of
Knapp,
If
Miss Albertine Butterfield; War.,
Bert E. Kempton has hauled here and j
the
Saturday morning was probably Miss Blanche Kenniston; Oond., Mrs.
c, Pratt Madrid, there was more than
at the upper landing, near railroad Huntoon, c
usual
number
of
patrons
in
atten
th© coldest of the winter thus far Mamie Noble; I. G., Mrs.
Barker,
rb
If,
Wilkins
Lillian across the stream 220 cords and 100
After the usual routine of
’a ccording fjo the readings of the Sedgeley; O. G., Harlan
rf, Sanborn dance.
White; more to follow; fifteen cords of this is Kinney, lb
business
the first and second de
thermometers about town.
Score:
P.
H.
S.,
42;
W.
A.,
16.
Chap., Mrs. Evelyn Currier; support pick wood and goes to Strong.
grees were conferred on two candi
At M. W. Bean’s on the outskirts ers to nob1© grand, Mrs.
Bertha
Joe Haley has 50 cords of pulp wood Goals from floor:Noble 9, Barker 6,
A committee of three were
of the town it was 38 below and Chandler, Mrs. Etbella Davenport; and 20 of birch, with more to come in Huntoon 4, Pratt 5, Holt 2, Wilkins dates.
several places it registered over 30. supporters to vice grand, Mrs. Vel the near future. Little lots below and 2.
Goals from fouls: Sanborn 2, appointed to arrange for a social
Report came from Farmington that ma Russell, Mrs. B ianch© Dill. Mrs. larger ones above, will make over 1000 Referee, Hamden.
Timer, Knapp. to aid in the Parcels Post campaign.
They announced later that
there
it was 40 bellow and from Rangeley Ida Morton was the retiring noble cords of four foot stuff ready to go.
Scorer, Morton.
would
be
a
box
supper
and
entertain
4Q. ,
grand.
Refreshments were served
Then Mr. Charles Hutchins’ teams !
ment at the Grange ha'i/ Saturday
Friday morning the mercury went iof cold meat, hot rolls, salads, cake
are hauling here every day boards, BIRTHS.
evening,
Feb. 3.
A good attendance
nearly as low.
and coffee.
The committee were: which are stuck up to dry and go next
Farmington, Jan. 7, to Mr.
and
is desired.
If there is any Virtue in the old Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mrs. A. D. Graf- summer; and I am told he has an order
Mrs. John R. MacDonald, a son,
saying that the last Friday in the fam and Mrs. E. V. Holt.
for from 10 to 12 thousand feet to go any Ralph Lawrence.
month rui’es the next month, then
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby (Fly Rod) time when he can get cars. No doubt the
Temple, Jan. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
we are in for considerable r zero went to Boston last Saturday, where sooner he gets them the better. All
Joseph Mannock, a daughter.
weather in February.
she will be a guest at “ Our Lady of this makes considerable lumber, if not
Freefnan Center, Jan. 29, 1912.
the Rosary,’’ in South Boston for more! but there is a lot yet to come
MARRIAGES.
Steady cold weather has prevailed
a few weeks, and will also visit other frem above.
Kingfield, Jan. 27, by Rev. L. R. nearly all the month.
friends.
For the past few weeks sh
As a matter of opinion it would take Schafer, Clyde Sanborn Simmons of I
Quite a lot of the farmers
are
has been in Augusta, Gardiner, Port from 30 to 60 minutes to break out the Kingfield and Miss Ivy Pinkham of
busy lumbering and a few have got
land, etc.
track up here, for there are no drifts Freeman.
their supply of ice.
Don’t forget the social to be held worth mentioning.
There are four
Farmington, Jan. 25, by N. R.
Victor Luce is working for C. N.
Saturday evening, Feb. 3, at Grange crossings to clear however, the worst Know!ton, ©sq., Earl H. Edwards of
BlackweL’*
.
hall for the benefit of the Parcels one being here. Several times the Phillips and Miss Ruth Gilbert of
We understand that Mrs. Emma
Post law.
There will be an enter railroad people have run their snow Farmington.
Miss Marguerite Bates has been
Campbell, who has been very sick,
tainment and social.
Admission 10 plow onto this crossing and dumped the
Auburn, Jan. 27, by Rev. C. S. is gaining.
very ill, but is now much improved.
cents.
Progressive
Grange
states,
snow on the highway crossing. The Cummings, Clarence Atwood of Au
We understand that Clifford PlaiAlex Campbell’s teams are hauling
together with some of the big busi lumber teams going and coming over ! burn and Mrs. Georgia Anna Buck
sfed has an attack of appendicitis.
boards for Mr. Nutting.
ness interests of the nation, have in this crossing have trodden the snow of Farmington.
At the annual meeting of the con
terest upon a campaign for a genera until it is quite hard and picks and
Byron, Jan. 27, by Henry H. Rich
gregational church last Tuesday ev
Parcels Post law.
Every Grange shovels will be the only remedy if the j ards, esq., Oscar B. Nash and Mrs.
ening at Miss Cora Wheeler’s the
should h«tl(P.
snow plow goes above this winter.
: Nellie F. Buker, both of Byron.
following officers were elected for
Elwin Webber was in Strong Tues
D. F. H.
1912:
Qterk, Miss Cora Wheeler;
day.
DEATHS.
treasurer, Mrs. F. N. Pe3!; trus
Dixfie’ld, Me., Jan. 28, 1912.
Mrs. Robert Wallace and little
Farmington, Jan. 30, Mr®. Anna
tees, Mrs. N. P. Noble, Mrs. Joel
Mrs. John A. Decker and son,
daughter are visiting in Boston.
Streeter, aged 67 years.
Wilbur, Mrs. J. W. Brackett; fin
Raymond, went to Pittafie’d^ Mass.,
The King’s Daughters will meet
Farmington, Jan. 24, Mrs. Sarah Tuesday of last week to see Mr.
ance committee, Miss G. V. Wilbur,
Friday evening, Feb. 2, with Miss
All the schoo’^ are taking
the i E. Cowan, aged 74 years, 26 days.
Mrs. N. P. Noble, Mrs. Jennie Dut
Decker, who is ill at a hospital
Hazel Hoyt at her home on Main mid term examinations this week.
Livermore Falls, Jan. 20, Mrs. Fan there, having an attack of acute in
ton; Mrs. Jennie Dutton was also
street.
The entertainment commit-,
School will close Thursday night nie Stinchfield, formerly of Jay, aged digestion.
Word was received that
appointed committee on music.
tee are providing a Valentine social this week on account of the Teach 79 years.
he was not as well.
\
The Christmas Present club was
after the regular business and it Is ers’ Convention at Farmington Fri
Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 25, Carrie
D. A. Gates returned Monday from
entertained by Mrs, H. B, Austin
hoped a large number will be pres day.
M. Toothaker, aged 59 years.
a business trip to Illinois and other
'last Tuesday afternoon.
Delicious
ent to participate in the entertain
Miss
Gladys
Bates,
the
music
western states in the interest
of
refreshments were served in
the
ment,
instructor, was not at school Mon
the Dixfield Toothpick company.
dining room,
Charles B1eau, who lives in
the day on account of illness.
John S. Harlow, who has been on
Mrs. C. E. Parker was confined
King block, at the Upper village,
The basket b a l team went to W il
a trip through the west, returned
to her hoime by illness, last week,
went to bed one night recently at- ton Thursday noon to play a return
home Saturday.
but is now able to be out again.
12 o’clock with a good fire and woke game with the Wilton academy team.
Chas. #Foster and wife were called
Hon. and Mrs. Joel Wilbur re
up at 4 o’clock to find one. ear froz The team has a pretty good, record
to Weld last week by the death of
turned home las>t week from their
en.
A special meeting of North Frank his step-father, John Holman.
so' far this season as they have won
trip west where they visited their
At a stated meeting last Wednes four out of five games.
lin Grange was held Wednesday af
son, F. H. Wilbur, in Minneapolis,
day evening, the officers of Sher
The preliminary speaking contest ternoon, Jan. 24, when Brother Her
«nd friends in other sections.
Letter Undraped.
burne Chapter, O. E. S., were in will probably be held on Friday, Feb. man Corbett of Farmington installed
The next regular meeting of Phil
Little Lola, aged five, went to th e
stalled in a p'easing manner
by 9.
the officers in his usual
pleasing door in answer to the postman s ring,
lips .Camp, Nlo. 8,720 M. W. of A.,
Worthv Patron J. Blaine Morrison,
He was with and was handed a postal card, the
The debate in lyceum last week, and easy manner.
will be held at Wilbur’s hall Wed
assisted by Floy H. Hoyt, as marsh on the question, Resolved, That us last year and all were so well first one she had ever seen. “ Oh,
nesday evening, Feb. 7.
The pres
al: W. M., Miss Elma Byron; W. P., all rai’ roads in the United
States pleased with his work that he was mamma,” she exclaimed, "here’s a let*
ent officers of this camp are as fol
J. Blaine Morrison; A. M., Mrs. Vej- should be owned and operated by asked to install the officers again ter for you. but It hasn’t got any
lows: Consul, W. S. Toothaker; ad
ma Russell; Sec., Mrs. Lydia Harn- the government, was very interest this year.
He is a thorough patron skirt on!"
visor, U. S. Jacobs; clerk, W. »E.
den; Treas., Mrs. Lucy Brackett; ingly dii&oussed.
in
every
sense
of the word.
He
It
was1
decided
in
Hardy; banker, Fremont Scamman;
Cond., Mrs. Floy Hoyt; A. C., Mrs. favor of the affirmative.
was assisted by Brother A. D. Grafescort, N. T. Toothaker;. sentinel'',
n o tic e .
Pearl Field; Adah, Mrs.
Cherry
The basket ball game between Phil present: Chas. T. Pinkham, master;
W. W. Huntingdon; watchman, Ches
Phillips, Me., Jan. 22, 1912.
Pratt; Ruth, Mrs. Mary McKenizie; lips High and Wilton Academy, last fam and wife.
Every officer was
ter Fairbanks.
PhiKdpd camp has
I hereby forbid all persons harborEsther, Mrs. Clare Field; Martha, Friday night was the best game Mary C. Cushman, overseer; Cojistia
adopted nine new members the past
in!g or trusting my wife, Apianda
Mrs. C. Nell Parker; Electa, Miss played here this season.
Though Shepard, lecturer; Fred Ellsworth,
year.
Miriam Brackett; Chap., Retv. M. S. it was rather one-sided, it was an steward; Pearl Smith, A. steward; Steward, on my account, as I shall
A Junior Christmas Present club
Hutchins'; War., Mrs. Esma True; interesting gam© to watch because Mary Dunham, chap’iain; Ida^ Morton, pay -no bills contracted by her after
has been organized in Phillips, as
Nathaniel B. Steward.
Sen., M. S. Kelley; Org., Mrs.1 BeL'e it was fast from start to finish and treasurer; Clara French, secretary; this date.
a result of the one formed recently.
Butler.
After the installation
a very few ¿ouls were! called.
The Henry Searies, gate keeper; O. H.
The idea is very popular with the
fine banquet was served consisting Wilton team was. touch heavier but Dill, Ceres; Sarah Ellsworth, Po
ladies. One can meet for sociability
HILDEBRANDT SPINNERS.
of cold ham, salads, hot rolls, olives, what the Phillips boys lacked
in mona; Mary Gleason, Flora; Emma
and also feel that they are improv
forget "They Spin
cake and coffee, and the committf weight they more than made up Davenport, L. A. S.
Remarks were toDon’t
ing their time all the while and
lay in a sup So Easy.’ ’
were: Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Kelley, in quickness.
The Phili ipsi
team made by our S>eputy Brother Corb ply for the com
will rid themselves of much of the
season. We
Rev. and Mrs: M. S. Hutchins and displayed its usual brilliant team ett.
A tasting party was then en ing
a l s o show a
anxiety of Chirstmas shopping.
The
high-class
line
Mrs. George B. Dennison.
After work which has won so many games joyed by all.
Brother Bion Wing of rods, reels,
first meeting was held with Miss
the banquet Judge Morrison ca'iled for it this year.
lines,
etc.,
and
furnished
a
generous
treat
of
apples.
Wilton didn’t
specia ties,
the company to order and called on have a show during the first half, as Thus closed a very pleasant after our
as well as o^r new No. 0 SLIM ELI spinner,
will interest every fisherman.
each one to respond to a
toast the Phi lips boys kept the ball in noon.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE “ C” “
which they found in pink and white their territory nearly all the time.
Saturday afternoon, Jan. 27, North
THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO,
crysanthemums.
Conundrums were The score at the end of this per Franklin Grange held their regular
Drawer No. 28. LOGANSPORT. IND, U.S.A.
in ordef and a very pleasant, social iod was P. H. S., 24; W. A., 4. The meeting with a. good attendance, if
-, G regory*» Im p. O riginal C r o sb y .
Has prefer
time enjoyed.
ence over all others for family nse and with

Lumbering Notes In Western Part
of the Town, -

MAINE WOODS
J. W . B ra c k e tt C o .

$tandarS )R ifle $

Freeman Center

LOCAL NOTES

Dixfield

School Notes

! THE GRANGES

'SWeer Corn!
high-grade canneries. Deliciously sweet. Large
ears, liig cropper. Seed, our own grow ing.
Q uincy M arket. Test its merits. Guaranteed
decidedly superior to average early varieties or
money refunded. Pet ween Cory and Crosby.
G reg ory 's C ory. Kiiriiert known.
C -e g o r y ’ »
Early Mam m oth. I' ine mid-season. Seed of all
ttie above is grown on our fn.-m.

\CATALOGUE OF MONEY PRODUCERS FREE
Write titri.'iyfor ournewcttulotrue, nowroa.l v
and
better than ever. Liststhe. best, not only
in Venetnbles,but. Flowers, Seeds,
Bulbs and Small Fruits. Quotes
some special barealn collections,
i nUrlfc.bT
_J ._J .H ._G R E C O R V & SON,
21 O Elm S>.. M iirblehoad, M a ss.

Platinum.
Referring to platinum, book i say
that “this metal has never yet been
successfully deposited as a protecting
coating to other metals” and add “the
metal to be plated must be coppered.’

$ 1 0 .0 0

Military Springfield-Mauser Repeating 7 .6 S m /m Carbine

$ 2 .0 0
Hundred

Cartridges

German A rm y M anger ntock and
lock mechanism. Fitted with U. 8. A rm y S p rin g field
Rifle B arrel. STRONGEST, LIGHTEST, HIGHEST
GRADE RIFLE— A T $ 1 0 .0 0 with fling and bra«i night protector, leaf than half original
manufacture. With su p p ly of millions German (BfHt) smokeless powder. steel covered ball
_
cartridges at $9.00 a hundred $18.00 a 1000. G reatest B a rg a in E ver Offered.
l£ 0
Q rf
^
Colts U. o . A . R e v o lv e rs 6 inch barrel, double action, with holder and lanyard
Large Catalogue,5000 illuafcutiona, with 1919 sappiement 388 pages. Regular military encyclopedia $ 6 cen ts mailed»
B B A N C Z S B A N N B B M A N , M i li U t j r g o o d « from O o r t . A u c t io n » , M l B R O A D W A Y , N E W SOBS

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S , M A I N E , F E B R U A R Y 1, 1912.
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CLASSIFIED Before the Fur Reaches the Counter
On* cent a word in advance. No hard
line or other display« Subjects In a. o.
e. order.

By Ernest Harold Baynes.
for sport” as they say.
They are
The fur-wearing public at large rather nice boys, too, but are very
They will sometimes
does not see the tenor, the prolonged thoughtless.
excruciating agony of the animals visit their traps regularly for a week
whose lives It demands.
All that and then, having had no success
took place a long way off and montiis they may leave them for days at a
ago, so why should any one trouble time.
Naturally, any animal which
himself about that?
isi caught in the meantime suffers unOf course, sensitive, thinking peo- til it dies,
pie do not requite to see the inangled
Few people realize, I think, what
victims in order to know how furs Jit means to an aniimai to b© caught
are obtained; their own, common- and left in a steel trap in winter,
sense tells them that.
Such people In the first place, the jaws of the
are easy to appeal to; they comp- j trap, propelled by a strong and powrehend and respond to decent feel- j erful spring, are very apt to break
ings.
But there is another class the bone o f the leg. This perhaps is
to which belong individuals who lack the luckiest thing that could happen,
sotnsibility to such an extent that under the circumstance®,
because,
no argument which tend® to mitigate after several hours of struggling and
their personal comfort or vanity, gnawing, the wretched creature may
has any effect unless it be to make ^succeed in twisting »off the imthem more obstinate.
To this class prisoned member, and get away
to
bekmg those who persist in wearing j live, a cripple for the rest of
its
garments of the material known as |days, or at least to die quietly in
"Persian, lamii,” knowing that its 1its burrow.
But often the leg is

FOR SALE.
FOR SALES—Pressed road bay.
A. Peary, Phillips, Me,

E.

FOR S A L E --38 caliber Winchester
repeating rifle, as good
as new.
Inquire o f R. H. Preble, Phillips, Me
FOR SALE— $20.00 Edison phono
graph for sale cheap.
Inquire at
Maine Woods office.
BOILER,
TEN HORSE POWEE
with smoke stack—$50 Need thf
room. J. W. Brackett Co., Phillip*
Maine.
FOR SALE—Green beach, birch and
maple wood, sixteen inches long, de
livered at Kingfield and Farmington.
J. Willis Jordan.
FOR SALE—Gasoline wood-sawing
outfit complete, at a bargain. Also
Quaker City grinding mill with
elevator and bagger.
Henry Mayo,
Strong, Me.
FOR SALE!— Two shore lots 300 s
300 feet each, on north shore of
Rangeley Lake next west of Mingr
Springs Hotel. High land with beautl
ful groves of well grown trees. E. E
Patridge, Mingo Hill, Rangeley. Me.

FOR SALE— 90 acres land with set
of buildings situated in Phillips
Will sell buildings and what land
anyone wants. 30 acres timberiand; i
fine view;
excellent water; good
orchard; situated between two rivers
which come together in this place; ;
excellent summer home. Apply to
George G. Batchelder, Phillips, Me.

.

MAPLEWOOD FARM

FOR SALE

The Hunter-Blethen -Farm,
AT'

South Strong, Me.
Ideal for Summer Home,
A Gentleman’s Place,
Or for Summer Boarders.
M O D EL FAR M W IT H M ODERN
E Q U IPM EN T.
One of largest and best sets of Farm Buildings in North
Franklin; Stable for six or seven Horses and Carriages; Barn
separate, 50x90; Workshop; Running Water for all buildings;
House has Hot Air Furnace; Large Kitchen.
Over 230 acres intervale, upland, tillage, pasture and
woodland; 100 acres hardwoods; White Birch in 5 years will
pay for farm; R. R. Station each side of farm—down hill
haul; saw-mill and school, half mile.
Rock Maple Orchard—3000 trees, idle for years; 600 trees
last spring made 130 gals, syrup, selling at $1.50; evaporator,
tank, new buckets, etc.; galvanized pipe, etc.; Trees can be
piped to Sap House.
Modern Farm Machinery and Toots; 7 h. p. Gasoline En
gine, Dragsaw, Circulars, etc., Portable; 20 tons Hay,
Driving Horse, 2 Cows, 2 Calves, Hens, Shoat, etc. Only to
be^sold with Farm.
Get it before March 20, and make 500 gals. Maple Syrup
this spring.
Address the owner—O. M. MOORE, Farmington. Me.
Route 4; Farmers Phone, 18-31.

:

Stevenson’s Keen Comment.
missioners have protected the beaver
The hit that “ Treasure Island” made
to clean out the cedar swamps
by flooding and killing everything they ; ts one ot the most pleasant episodes
I in literary history. Th-e story that
don’ t cut down.
Another thing I would suggest is this, ; Gladstone got a glimpse of the book
at Lord Rosebery’s house, and spent
that> the commissioners pass a law com
i the next day hunting over London for
pelling every family of beaver to put a second-hand copy, is good enough
in a fishway and appoint me to see that to be true Stevenson’s own comment
it is done, or explain to me how a fish on his success is levelheaded, if point
can get over a beaver dam.
ed : “ This gives one strange thought*
In regard to shooting nothing but of how very bad the common run of
bucks, if you start this law you put a books that the wise-acres think too
HIS PRAIRIE WOLF "ROMULUS.” bounty on deer because there are not ten bad to print are the very ones that
ERNEST HAROLD BAYNES AND
W ANTED.
hunters in every 100 who would hesi bring me rra’Me and pudding.”
tate a minute to shoot a doe. When a
Rainy Day Hint.
: use necessitates the killing o f un- not broken, just jammed out o f hunter will shoot a man, do you think
WANTED— All -round cook at Stod \bom lamb® and their mothers, an »un shape, causing in-teo®*,* pain, accom
To mend an umbrella that tear*
he will spare a doe? If you want to add
dard Huse.
Good pay and steady speakable crime which right naind- panied by swelling of the limb. As
anything to the game laws have some |loose from the rib at the point, when
work for right oneK. W. MilUken, I ©d. men and women -should si#ra to a rule the captive, full of fear and
|you are on the street and needle and
of the lazy, fine wardens, when they
are not available, close the
Farmington, Ms
j uphold. In spite of all that .has agony7, struggles frantically to free are lying around in the woods getting 1thread
umbrella and bringing the cloth in po
itself.
Finding
that
this
does
noth
good pay, cut blue joint hay along the sition, insert a small hairpin in the
WANTED— A dog that will tree part j been published *on this subject, the
ing but increase its. suffering,
it different streams, and make shelters of hole of the rib, and wind securely
ridge®. Must be
Address i hideous traffic still goes on, and we
wil; lie Quiet for a long .time and boughs for the deer. All the law we around cloth. This “first aid to the
with oartie*nar® ; and jarioe.
C. W. I may see *. woman wearing a single
then
begin to strut,tie more violent need is a little shelter and feed in the injured” is so efficient you will be
garment
which
has
ciostt
twenty
in
-wjaitney, Troy, Kf. H.
Then perhaps winter; in the summer there is an ; tempted to leave it permanently.—
nocent lives, taken under the wfet ly- Uian before.
come®
the
quietness
of
despair. The abundance of food of the best in the National Magazine.
revolting
circumstances.
WANTED—A young man, single pertemperature
falls
to
zero
perhaps, country. Round here we have all kinds
ferred, 3,3 partner
Take half inter
Whatever may be said in defense
wind of it summer and fall. But in winter the
est in a store in the Maine woods. of professinioal trapping, there is: lit .or below it, and a cutting
:Store supplies, fajpey groceries, »np- tle reason, it wot.Id seem, for the drives .¡the ®n)ow hissing and stinging deer have to go to the Canadian side,
Hour af where the forest is virgin. Of course
plie® for cottagers and campers, furit encouragement o f amateiar trapping, through tlie naked woods.
and confectionery, Indian novelties, in the practice o f which tjie animals ter hour, the creature lies, hungry, it is only a step, but it is only a small
Fortunate in- portion of the state, yet the deer seem
mounted heads and souvenirs. Poet- are still more frequently subjected i'cold and tortured.
:deed
it
is,
if
some
other
animal, a to be flocking in here at a great late,
office and publie telephone; only to great cruelty.
The professional r
stare in the place.
Man must be generality vksits his traps -as reg- jiSox or a. wolf, kills it and tears its as -can be vouched for by the quantity
strictly temperate and be abde to arly as he can, as a matter of busr- i body from the trap and very likely taken out of here by hunters the last
___________
have two seasons. As many as 25 have been
invest inot less than $2,000.
Ad njess, but the amateur has n&any oth some of these grim visitors
dress D. F. ,B., Maine Woods sfffioe, er interests .and i*1 usualfev muck j;added to the misery of the captive by counted in one day by one guide and Freed From Shooting Pains,
lurking near, awaiting the hour when two hunters, and when a man guaran Spinal Weakness, Dizziness»
for farther information.
'inane liable to forget
weakened .by hunger and pain,
it tees a free license to every one who
by Lydia E. Pinkham’s
I know two boys wko are devoted can no longer defend itself.—Our doesn’t get a good average shot each
TO LET.
,
Vegetable Compound«
day he hunts and has not had a chance
to trapping the «.mailer animate "just j Dumb Aniasals.
____________
to give away a license yet, it speaks
.8EVERAL COTTAGES east sbora oi
Androscoggin Lake, nicely furnished
fairly well for a deer country. Don’ t
Ottumwa, Iowa. —“ For years I was
everything clean and first class P R O T E C T T H E B E A V E R AND iDES- o f ¡tlie forest. A four-legged hog will include any moose with the deer law, almost a constant sufferer from female
Springs, mattresses, feather pillows
lie down when he gets enough, but the just feed them in winter and remem
T R O Y T H E D El'. R ?
t r o u b le in all its
Sodding, dishes complete. Fireplaces
tw©4egged hog will hunger and as he ber what I am telling you, that we have
d r e a d fu l f o r m s ;
piazzas, shady gnpves, pure spring
shooting pains all
assembles his feunger increases till it law enough. Just keep the hogs from
water, vegetable garden, Ice and
Lowelltown, Me., Jan. 14, 1912..
over my body, sick
boats furnished. (Milk, butter, egg*
becowses chronic and then he robs cutting the little spruce and balsams
nearby). < Excellent fishing.
Bass To Editor Maine Woods:
h e a d a ch e , spinal
God’s «creatures o f the home of their down to 1 1-2 inches.
pickerel, perch. «Convenient to R
weakness, dizziness,
Readers, just listen to whxt an did creation. What need we to spend good
Yours truly,
R.. F. O. telephone, two mails daily timer has to say. When nature pro
d e p r e s s io n , and
money protecting the deer? Can deer
Fcr ¿ill particulars writ©, C . D. Lin
*
Henry Hughey.
everything that was
vided f.or everything and gat/e the«,
coin, Wayne, Maine.
withstand the cold winter blasts on an
horrid. I tried many
shelter and food there were hogs
doctors in different
Completely Spoiled.
IFOR KENT—At Rangeley lake, sum mingled with those hogs that .walked open prairie with nothing to eat? The
parts o f the United
“What’s the trouble with that prima
dumber hogs have spoiled what high land
mer coti&ge of dine no«>ms, .esenpleteStates, but Lydia E.
Vv fumigfced. Spiring rod
aqueduct
shelter they had, and the smart comL donna?” atsked the manager. “ She
Pinkham’s Vegeta
used to be very pleasant and consider
waiter.
Garage.
For particulars
ble Compound has done more forme than
ate.” "Yes,” replied the stage man
all the doctors. I feel it my duty to tell
aptfijy to Mjr.s. ArtLur B. CMlcoiui Brad
ager, "but she has gotten so she be
you these facts. My heart is full o f
ford. Mass.
lieves all the press agent writes about
gratitude to Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
her.”
table Compound for my health.” —Mrs.
LOST,
H arriet E. W ampler , 524 S. Ransom
—
—
— — — — —
.
Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.
Why Not?
LOST—Two sheep from Goff hill pas
Consider W e l l This Advice.
Mr. Brown preached fearlessly and
ture. Suitable reward will be givNo woman suffering from any form
with power, and many in the atidience
en- E. J. Ross, Phillips, Me.
of female troubles should lose hope un
were visibly affected. Rev. Mr. Ross
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham’s
did fine work with the chorus, and he
Vegetable Compound a fair trial. •
His Connections.
sang as a solo: “Why Not Say yrfipmThis famous remedy, the medicinal in
The office boy for one of the largest
fwgkjgkjbkg.”—Chicago Tribune.
gredients of which are derived from
financial houses in New York recently
native roots and herbs, has for nearly
found a package of valuable papers.
forty years proved to be a most valua
He promptly returned the property
ble tonic and invigorator of the fe
to its owner and was told he would
male organism.
Women everywhere
be sent a suitable reward.
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
And, by the v ay,” said the grate
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeta
ful owner, "shall I send it to yoi^, car©
ble Compound.
of
?” mentioning the name of th©
Output for 1911.
If you want special advice write to
firm.
29, 356,736
Lydia E. Pinkliam Medicine Co. (confi
“ Maw,” said the boy; “send it car©
dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter w ill
Increase during the year 6,282,834.
of the Daring Dozen Social club, No.
be opened, read and answered by a
------ East Fourteenth street”
Factory at Manchester N. H.
woman and held in strict confidence«
FOR SALE—The unusually 6taunch
and ah’e steam yacht, ‘Wa-W i ” of
about 22 H. P.
Th© XJ. S. Govern- j
ment inspection of 1911 showed her
to he in first class condition
May
be inspected at Gamp Bellevue, Up
per Dam, Maine.
Price w ll
be
reasonable to a quick purchase. Ap
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke
Farm Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer
D. Poor, at camp.

IOWA WOMAN
WELL AGAIN

M A IN E

SPORTING NOTES
FROM THE WEST

W O O D S,

tary A1 Wieseman, of the Spokane
Fish Protective association.
He
added: "For men who are out of
work I do not know of a better
chance tio make a good living than
catching white fish for the market.
There is a big demand for the fish
and with prices the same as they
are now any person can make good
wages angling through the
ice.
Loon and Deer lakes are DCa of
the fish and with the expenditure of
less than $2 any person can go in
to the business.
At Sandpoint
there are at least 100 Spokane fish
ermen making good money.
The
white fish are fine for the table,
and as they are easily caught it is
no trick to make $5 a day.”

P H IL L IP S ,
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LUMBERMAN TELLS STORY OF
A HOUSEHOLD IN WOODS.

Twenty Bore

PARKER

“ I have seen a lot of funny things !
in the woods when I didn’ t have a I
Spokane, Wash.., Jan. 20, 1912.
gun,” said an up-state lumberman, I
A three years’ war will be waged
“ but an exhibit in the domestic life of j
against the coyote by farmers,
a fox family and of fox cunning that I
sportsmen and members of the Spo
once was favored with I regard as I
kane Rod and Gun club and Spokane
heading the list.
Having made a specialty for many
Fish Protective association, accord
“ I had been out looking over some
years in building 20 gauge guns, we
ing to A1 Wieseman, secretary of
timber prospects and had sat down near
are in position to confidently recom
the two local Clubs, who said: “ We
the bank of a creek, alongside of a big
mend their use to such sportsmen as
will start work at once on the work
rock, to rest a while. On the opposite
desire to diminish the weight of their
of extermination.
Farmers from
side of the stream, not more than five
guns and ammunition, and thereby
all over the dountry have) appeared
rods away, was a high knoll. At the
increase their comfort and pleasure
t,o our association for aid, and we
foot of that knoll a tree had been blown
in any kind of upland shooting.
have voted to do everything in our
down by some old time high wind and
We make these highly serviceable
power) to help them.
The coyote is
by the fall the ground for quite a dis
little
guns in all grades with or with
An immense horned owl was
a
ruining the hunting in this section
tance around had been loosened, show
out ejectors.
victim,
of
a
coyote
trap
recently.
of the country, and we feel confident
ing a tumbled mass of earth and tan
For further particulars, write to
Sam
of being aty ei to remedy the condi The trap had been set by
gled roots.
Littlefield
of
Pleasant
VaVey,
Wash.,
tions.
A big coyote drive will be
“ Between the creek and the fallen
held next spring, and it is expected and when he discovered the intruder tree the space was carpeted with a vel
he
was
astonished
at
its
size.
The
that at least 500 farmers and hunt
vety stretch of grass. As I sat there
ers will participate.
We will ^end bird measured six feet from tip to gazing listlessly about on the surround
tip.
Littlefield
has
decided
to
send
out notices to a/il farmers and try
ings I noticed by and by that the soil
to have any number of grey and the bird to the Lincoln Park zoo and stones at one side of the fallen tree
in
Chicago.
fox bounds imported into this sec
were packed hard and worn smooth, in
tion.
With the dogs it will be
Bbunties were paid on 1,59' coy- dicating that something was in the
Ni T. Salesrooms,
only a matter of a short time until
otes, 15 lynxes, 116 wildcats and habit of going to and from there, and
32 Warren St.
the coyotes will be killed or driven
doubtless
had
a
home
beneath
the
one cougar to hunters in the Yakima
lout lof the country.”
^
valley during 1911, according to the tangle of the roots. I was on the point
According to reports received and report of bounties by the county aud of getting up, crossing the creek and
investigating when I saw the nose- and family’s alarm appeared. A chopper : 1 wasn’t going to stand for that, and
complied by Elersi Koch, supervisor itor.
part of the head of an animal come on his way home came along the creek i before he could make his fatal spring
of the Lolo national forest, 513 deer
Pauli Redlands and Don Wright of cautiously out from an opening among on that side, passed by the kr oil at the j I rose quickly to my feet.
and 15 hears were killed by hunters
a the roots, and I sat still.
on the national reserve during the Spokane left this morning for
very threshold of the fox den and went
“ Away whizzed the grouse^ into the
day’s
rabbit
shoot
at
Marshall
junc
“ It was plain that some animal was on his yay.
late hunting season.
These figures
woods. A flash of red fur and the fox
represent information gathered by tion, where they are reported plenti making a precautionary inspection of
“ I waited a long time then with no was gone. And although I sat down
the surroundings. * That inspection sign of a reappearance of any member again and remained there a good half
the rangers and are reliable.
The ful and easy to shoot.
proving satisfactory, out from the of the family, and I was thinking of hour he did not return to his den nor
rangers reported only such numbers
killed as they persona1!^ knew about. James Clark, Jr., of Spokane, who tumbled mass stepped a fox boldly and moving on when I hapDened to turn my did any of his family show themselves.
This is the largest number of deer hunts rabbits with the aid of ferrets, proudly, and at its heels came three head and glance up the tree. There It was plain that the show was over
slain in the Lolo reserve in years. made a killing near Marshall. C ’ark little foxes.
another unusual sight was presented. and I rose and went home. ”
4 The old fox, winking in self-con In an open space near the edge of the
In fact, the records show no year turned the ferrets into a haystack
D IS TR IC TS
which approaches the figures of the and eight big rabbits left the hid tentment, sat down in the sunlight that water on the side of the creek where I H E A V IL Y T IM B E R E D
SWARMING W I T H RED
Five of the animals was streaming in on that spot through was, and not more than twenty-five feet
slain for this year.
This year’s ing place.
The fer the tree tops, while two of the cubs away, a ruffed grouse was scratching
SQUIRRELS.
total is greater than the totals of were bagged by Clark.
rets had a busy day and Clark re- played pitch and toss with her long and pecking in the dirt. So I remained
the last three years combined.
The finest season for trappers
________
turned with a record bag as a re- bushy tail. A frog which had unwisely quiet and watched the bird.
i which the Adirondack» has known in
The shipping of carp from eastern jsu^'
little hunters take to ventured from the creek border too
“ By and by I mechanically turned l years is being made unprofitable by
Washington lake points to the east rabbit hunting in great style and near the fox den had betrayed its my head again and glancing toward I the hordes of red squirrels, which
ern markets promises to become a are trying many new stunts in, the presence to the other cub, and t^iat the knoll I saw that my eyes were not this winter swarm the heavily timgood sized commercial adventure as effort to get the rabbits on the pudgy little beast at once seized it and the only ones that had discovered the ; bered districts.
Clark figures that the ferrets began putting it to all sorts of torment. grouse at the edge of the creek. The
well as a boon to fishermen, and run.
More fur-bearing animals than ev“ I had not long to wait for a new old fox dog across the way, peering out
hunters during the next few years. more than double) the average bag
;
er
before are reported by trappers,
It is estimated that 50 carloads are and in a country like the Marshall- thing on the programme, for out of the from his retreat among the roots, had I who, however, find their trapping op
Cheney
stretch,
where
the
animals
b
ishes
at
or
e
side
of
the
knoll
another
available in Colvifie Jake, near
seen the bird too. He had come par erations greatly handicapped by the
Sprague.
Secretary A1 Wieseman of are plentiful, the nimrod has all fox, the other head of the family, came tially out from the den and was watch wood rodents.
The squirrels get in
the Spokane Fish Protective assoc the sport he can handle in one day trotting on the scene carrying a rabbit ing the grouse with eager eyes.
j
the
traps
set
for
mink, sable, mar
in his mouth. Stopping in the midst of
iation, who has been working hard with his busy assistants.
“ Presently he stole away like a ten and other fur bearing animals,
-----------'
the
family
group
this
fox
tossed
the
to rid the nearby lakes of the carp,
Spokane Fish Protective associa- rabbit in the air, caught it again as it shadow into the bushes at the lower ki'fling tlie chances of taking valuable
which is driving game fish from
pelts'.
tionj,
of which A. F. Wieseman is , came down and then placed it on the side of the knoll and disappeared. A
the waters and causing a duck fam
little
later
I
saw
him
come
creeping
A trapper in Johns Brook valley
ine by eating the fowl food, states secretary, has secured 525,000 east- 1ground before the eager cubs,
stealthily out, a hundred feet down the found 17 of his 20-trap line sprung
ern
brook
spawn,
to
be
hatched,
at
“
The
two
old
foxes
sat
on
their
that estimates place the carp in
creek. He Btood there motionless a by red squirrels.
Another in the
Moses lake at 100 carloads, with Dartford and planted in the Spokane haunches and watched with evident sat- moment and then slipped noiselessly j Ausable Lake district took 16 squir*
river,
between
Seven
Mile
bridge
j
isfaction
and
approval
the
cubs
as
they
others comparatively large.
and the water works, early in May, rent the rabbit and devoured it. The into the water. He swam the creek, I Pels out of 24 traps, set for marten.
gained the shore, scattered the water
Guides say the squirrels migrated
Mrs. M. ■Barrett and Mrs. Harry Mr. Wieseman said: “ We are work meal was soon over and then the whole
from
his
fur
by
a
few
vigorous
shakes
|
from
the light to the heavy timber
Brown are among the few enthusias ing out an idea of making this quite family old and young, capered and fro
and went silently out of sight in the this year because of the
intense
tic women hunters of Spokane who a little ceremony, inviting the may licked about on the grass carpet in
bushes.
oofld.
They
find
warmer
retreats
tackle the shotgun sport in winter. or and prominent citizens to come front of their home.
“ I looked up the creek again. The among the more thickly grown woods.
They have bagged rabbits gajore 1^btj 'tb witness it.”
“ Suddenly the father of the family
•The cold gives the heaviest
Vpf
grouse
was still scratching and pecking
stopped his play and instantly the oth
this season and plan to go after I
-----the furry animals again soon.
Shoshone Rod and Gun club plant ers became quiet. With ears erect, in the open space near the water. That weight and best of color to furs and
ed 235,000 black spotted trout
in nose high in the air, brush stretched the bird was the object of the fox’s the present light snow makes trap
ping easy.
northern
Idaho
last
year,
and
it
is straight out in line with his back, fore- manoeuvera I of course had no doubt,
The forestry department has al
and
I
kept
my
eye
out
for
the
next
de
lowed William Kingman, a trapper expected to place as many more in j feet braced well to the front and hin
Early last spring the officers legs ready for a start, the fox for a few velopment. It was not long coming. I
of Trout lake, Wash., to connect a 1912.
Architecturally Speaking.
placed,
their
mark at 300,000.
It |seconds stood motionless.
Then he saw sly Reynard come creeping,
“I am the architect of my own for
telephone with the government line
shadowlike, out of the bushes into the tune,” said Mr. Dustin Stax. “ Well,”
which vras placed last summer. This had been the hope of C. E. Clark, j gave a low cry and the three cubs turnopen in the rear of the unsuspecting replied Mr. Holden Howes, "by being
secretary
of
the
club,
and
other
bled
helter
skelter
into
the
opening
is a great convenience for lonely
bird and steal step by step upon it.
your own architect you’re liable to
among
the
roots
and
disappeared.
The
'trappers who have cabins in the re- members, that they might secure at
get
some curious effects, but you do
least
150,000
trout
fry
fromthe
na.“
That
he
would
have
had
his
teeth
cubs
safely
below,
the
old
foxes
fol
serve.
Mr. Kingman has secured
in the grouse’s neck a moment later is save a lot of money on plans and spo15 'fine pelts this winter.
During tinoal government but only 50,000 lowed them down into the retreat.
“ In a little while the cause of the f o Y as sure as bird and fox were there, but ! educations.”
three weeks he has been operating were received.
Ms string of traps in the hills south
and west of this place. He has caught
marten, fox and mink.

GUNS

PAUKER BROS.
Meriden, Conn.

Trap, gun and strychnine lowered
the coyote population of Spokane
county by 418 members during 1911,
according to records prepared by J.
S'. Bishop, deputy county
auditor.
At least the state paid $1 a head
for the. ^oalps of that many prairie
wc1 ves and in addition, paid $5
apiece for relics of seven) lynx, all
killed within the district.
The fig
ures compare well with those of
1910, when about 450 coyote hides
were displayed in the office.
The
lynx crop fell! off somewhat, for 12
of the animals were killed during
that period, and one mountain lion.
Three are over 200 residents of
Spokane making a good living catch
ing white fish in the lakes in the
Inland Empire, according to Secre-

W A N TED
Also

HIDES, PELTS & WOOL

Top prices and Satisfactory
Returns guaranteed. We sell

a l l K i n d s o f K t e e l T r a p « at
lowest prices, and T a n all kinds of
H i d e s and F u r s for R o l i e n and

C oa ts. Write for our price lists.

A L B E R T LEA H ID E A FUR C O .,
232_M arkot Street, • Albert Lea, M inn.

w

=

Mr.Fur Dealer:Do you realize that
thousands o f dollars’ worth
of furs are captured in the
State of Maine every year?
Do you want to buy a part
o f these furs? Then adver
tise in the MAINE WOODS.
It reaches every hunter,
guide and trapper in Maine.

This ‘Photograph Shows One O f M a n y Fur Catches
Sold To Fur Dealers IVho J l eherUsed
In The M A I N E

J. W. Brackett Co., Phillips, Me.

WOODS

Last Season.

Vi

fg

M A IN E

SLEW INJUN DEVIL

WOODS,
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bitch,
Queenie, in Leicester last
On No. 3, R 2, B. K. P., Jerusa $179.50, as follows, to wit:
week when she- caught a fox, and lem Township, th© sum of $982.84,
Owners,
No. A cres
Val.
Tax.
Peter Merchant,
60
$ 2Sii
$ 5.00
after killing it,bxlought it back to as follows, to wit:
George W elch,
60
500
10.00
her master.
Mr. Kinney has had
Owners &
Am erican
Enamel
«
Val.
T ax
many strange experiences in fox Description, No. A cres
Co. Hildreth mill
huntting, which one of his. years of W m . H. Quigley,
and land,
20
2,200
44.00
Settler’s L ot No.
Fred Leavitt, Asa •
hunting- is hound to have.
When
10,
163 Ç 1,250 $ 25.00
Adam s farm ,
350
1,400
28.00
fox hunters were talking of the un Wm. H. Quigley,
J ohn
O.
Legroo,
Settler’s L ot No.
usual performance of Mr.
Waite’s
house an lot,
250
5.00
65
1.06 C.
53
H.
hitch, Mr. Kinney related an inci
F.
Blanchard,
Wm.
H.
Quigley,
K elley land,
65
100
2.00
dent of one hunt of his.
Settler’s L o t No.
C.
F.
Blanchard,
13,
112
2.74
IS 7
“ I was. out with a pair of hounds
Hellen 7ot,
123
2C
4.09
that had rup together a great deal, Wm. H. Quigley,
C. F. Blanchard, H.
Grant Mill P rivi
C. M cKeen land,
160
200
and being kenneled together all
4.00
12
lege and Lot,
46
.80 C.
F.
Blanchard»
the time, were much attached
to Frank J. D. Barnpart o f H ildreth
jum , Settler’s Lot,
each other. They usually ran well
land
10
.50
No.
1,
640
160
12.80
together, having about the
same
Frank Russell, Chas,
Frank J. D. B arnNewell farm,
125
850
17.00
speed.
I went out one day
with
jum , Settler’ s Lot,
George Newell old
them as usual and they started a
No. 2,
320
80
6.40
schoolhouse
and
fox.
In some manner one of the Frank J. D. Barnlot,
4
.20
10
lum,
Settler’
s
Lot,
hounds got a ^ead on the other and
Clarence Kelley,
25
50
1.00
70
No. 3,
5.60 Ber* Lothrop,
28C
50
156
3.00
carried the fox in front <Vl the time. Frank J. D. BarnJohn H. Peary,
35
250
5.00
It had a fairly good lead, nearly half
jum , % Settler’s
Joseph G. Knowles, 40
200
4.00
L ot No. 5,
a mile, when the fox ran past me,
3.32 Mrs. o . Hammond,
41«
1P6
5
IP
.20
Frank
J.
D.
Barnand I shot the animal.
I wounded
W . W . W ilkins esJum, % Settler’ s
tate, north part,'
it badly, but did not kill it outright,
L ot
No.
6,
45
3.60 j L ot 3, R. 2,
180
80
500
10.00
and it continued along.
The first Frank J. D. B arnW ilkins Bros., L ot
hound was perhaps a quarter of a
jum , Settler’s L ot,
4, Range 1,
120
25 i
5.00
No. 4,
74
296
5.92 j Jones Brothel’s,
mil© behind and driving
smartly.
30C
6.09
100
C.
F.
Blanchard,
When it reached the spot where I Frank J. D. B arnjum , Settler’s L ot,
160
L o t 7, Rang© 5,
350
7.00
shot the fox and got a scent of the
No. 7,
122
488
9.76 Frank H olt,
20
2.00
100
blood it stopped barking, but
ap Frank J. D. BarnEvans & Owen Mer
jum , Settleris Lot,
parently redoubled its speed, as it
5
chant,
30
.60
No. 8,
66
264
5.28 ! J. K. York,
225
seemed to realize it could catcb the
10.00
500
Frank J. D. BarnJ. K. York,
4.00
90
20C
fox.
jum , Settler’s Lot,
30
|John S. H arlow,
10)
2.00
No. 12,
92
368
7.36
It caught the fox in a short dis
To be expended on th e main road
tance, as the wounded animal could i F'rank J- D- Barn"
leading from Weld to Wilton, and
not travef\ fast.
The hound killed
;)um’
No. 9,<3ettler s Bot’ 3T%
150
3.oo |On th© road leading :o th© Charles
it at once, being a big strong dog. Great Northern P a 
! Newell farm, and also part of the
per Co., 2 co tta g 
It took the carcass in its mouth and
J. K. York place, so-cailed, and F.
es
and
lots,
50
1.00
came back over the trail.
I saw
L. Wilder of Wilton is appointed
Carrabasset Tim berit coming and wondered at it.
I
land Co., S. E.
agent to superintend th© expenditure
thought, of course, the dog was com
quarter as divided
thereof.
ing to deliver the fox tio me, the
by S. J. Court, 6,060
10.0CÜ 200.00
On the road leading ovei Dodge
same as Mr. Waite’s hound did. But Carrabasset Tim berland Co., N. E.
Hill in said Perkins Plantation, the
it wasn’t.
When it cam© to where
quarter as divided
sum ofd$156.30. as follows, to wit:
I was it gj’alnced at me, and when I
b y S. J. Court, 4,380
10,000 200.00 Owiner^
No. A cres
Val.
Tax.
called it it stopped,
But only for Carr abas so“- Tim berJ. S. Merchant,
230
$1,00 > $20.00
land Co., N. W .
an instant.
It started on over the
James Merchant,
129
320
6.40
quarter as divided
back track in the direction which
75
25)
5.00
by S. J. Court, 5,600
11,006 220.00 O. Q Merchant,
Chas. Cushman,
160
12.00
60'
th© other hound was coming.
I W alter Rogers, Set
28.00
320
1.409
7.00 W illiam Herrick,
351
tler’s lot No. 15,
77
called to it as loucf’iy as I could, but
W.
C.
Cushman,
it paid no attention.
It went right Elizabeth. L. Huse,
390
Hatch farm ,
130
6.00
200
4.00
mill and land, ' ' 15
along over the back track until it M ark
C.
F. Blanchard,
Gray, house
J. Cushman
Then it laid
“ It was absolutely the largest mal met the other hound.
106
2.00 Mary
and lot,
25,1
5.00
place,
160
tese cat—just a common house cat, th© fox down in front of the other Philip H. Stubbs,
C.
F. Blanchard,
30
J
6.00
hotel
and
lot,
hound
and
the
latter
of
course
but an (enormous one—that I ever
L og House lot,
86
100
2.00
Kingfield
& Dead
C.
F . Blanchard,
saw.
She was muscled up almost pounced on the carcass.
R iver R. R. Co.,
Skeetup place,
145
200
4.00
like a willd cat and I should say she
3.00
“ I followed up as quickly as I
150
stations, etc.,
C.
F. Blanchard,
W ood cock ,
might have been running wild
in could, and came on them.
They George
Locklin Hill pas
250
5.00
¡house and lot,
the woods for ^ coup]© of years or were both standing over the body
300
ture,
380
6.00
W.
c.
Record,
'Ytiore.
Honest, I never saw such a of the fox looking at it. I went
F. Blanchard,
3.0 C.
15.Î
house and lot,
1.60
Locklin place,
40
80
eat in my life.”
to them and picked it up, and both E. A. Davis, saw
C.
F. Blanchard,
.20
1J
m ill ’ ot,
Certam i i t is th a t w h en
M e ssrs. acted the same as they had always
Gilbert Miller lot, 120
4.80
240
Boyd and Lyman arrived in Bangor 1don© before when they cam© up on ! F* J- -5- Barnjum,
C.
F. Blanchard,
of Land
Miller éfc. Perkins
they had with them a pelt of maltese j 'Hie body of a fox that X had ©hot! Farm
e ° h'
8.00
200
4.10
/
land,
80
166
3.20
fur which would have rveariy sur-11 front of them.”
Prouty & Miller, S.
C.
F.
Blanchard,
W. quarter as d i
rounded two ordinary full grown pus
Harrison Merchant
vided by S. J.
sies.
Instances are by no
means
place,
80
300
6.00
Court,
4,260
11,CO)
220.00
ROAD ASSESSMENTS.
infrequent of domestic cats being
C.
F.
Blanchard,
/
B.
S Rogers, lot
H enry
Holman
left at lumber camps and developing
350
7.00
No. 14,
139
Land,
70
209
4.00
a wild streak and living in th© woods
STATE OF MAINE Franklin ss: A B. Martin, % lot
C.
F.
Blanchard,
2.00
5,
,
411/
100
for years.
Under such circumstanc Court of County Commissioners. De
and Samuel M c
A. B. Martin, yz lot
es they have* been known to attain cember term, A D. 1911,
Laughlin, Crocker
2.00
*,
45
10C.
farm,
320
160
6.40
great size and strength.
On the first day of the present
To be expended on the roads ' Gates & Harlow,
30
2.00
100
term being the 26th dav of Decem- therein, as follows, to wit: $400 On I Henry Holman,
60
151»
3.00
ber, A . D. 1911, we thr subscribers, j ^
road from Kingfi3ld iine to No. j N- s - stowell> lot
B E A T S W A IT E R 'S FOX T A L E .
6,
160
5.00
400
County Commissioners for said Coun 4, R. 2 hue; and $582 14 on th© road j 6, ^R. Tobin
H olty oi Franklin, having by on© or leading from former site o" Grant’s man land,
25
7b
1.50
Kinney Tells of Hunt He Has With more of our board, n th© month of
Mill in raid No. 3, R . 2. B. K . P ., F red Crane, homeTwo Favorite Hounds.
September, A. D. 1911, made an an to Somerset county line, and the
' 12.00
stead farm, t
130
600
156
3-.00
35
nual inspection of all the county Dead River road from paid line to Berlin Mills Co.,
C.
F.
Blanchard,
roads
in
th©
unincorporated
town
A. B. F. Kinney, a veteran
fox
jin© of Highland Plan; ana George
6.40
325
school lot
160
hunter, of Worcester, thinks an in ships and tracts of land in said Woodcock of said plantation is ap
To b© expended on the roads over
and having pointed agent to superintend, the ex
cident that happened during one of County of Franklin
Dodg© Hill, and F. L. Wilder of saidthereupon
mad©
an
estimate
of
the
his hunts more unusual than the
penditure thereof.
plantation is appointed agent to su;1performance of George H.
Waite’s amount needed to put them in re
SO- permtend th© expenditure thereof..
On Washington Plantation
pair so as to be safe and conven
th e
ient for public travel, Lave assessed c a lle d beihg a p a rt of No. 4,
On th© west half of NO. ti pianta
upon the following unincorporated sum of $107.20 as follows, to wit: tion north of Weld s s i between
Val.
Owners,
No. A cres
townships and tracts of land in said
Tax. Phillips and Byron, the sum of $550.173
$700 $14.00 00, a s follows, to wit:
County of Franklin, exclusive of wa W . E. Dodge,
Owners &
ter and land reserved for public use, C. F. Blanchard,
75
1.50 D escription, No. Acres
Anderoon Land,
50
Val.
Tax.
for the repair of the County roads C. F. Blanchard, R.
Berlin
Mills
Co.
therein during th© year A. D. 1912,
40
16j
1 & 2, lot* 6,
3.00
First four tiers of
lots on South side
C. F. Blanchard, R.
the following sum, to wit:
376
7.50
o f said W est H alf
117
1, lot 7,
On the south half of No. 4, Range
100
2.00
of No. 6,
4,000 $20,000 $250.00
Fred W ilkins,
30
3, B. K. P., the sum of $624.00 as (X L. CJh&ndler,
16
30
.60 Geo. W . Blanchard
follows, to wit:
Gfuy L.
Chandler,
& Son Co., all o f
Val.
Tax.
Owners,
No. A cres
200
4.00
hom estead & lot,
60
said W est
H alf

least alarmed, but he threw some
more wood on the fire and sat up
tk> see if the howls appeared to
come nearer.
They did and, along
Spencer Bbyd and Fred Lyman of about 2 o’clock, Herbert saw eyes
Greenbush came down to Bangpr like coals of fire— that’s just what
from Scboodic thds week with i'eas they Hooked like, coals o f fire—
suring news, says the Portland Press staring at him out of the darkness.
of Jam 11.
Early on Sunday morn It made him feel creepy, just as it
Herbert did
ing with their trusty rifles they would almost anyone.
slew the Injun Devil which has been n’t waste much time after the eyes
infesting the neighborhood of Eb- appeared, hut snatched up his 30-30
There
emee pond for the past few months Winchester and blazed away.
and striking terror to the hearts of was a sharp scream and then all
As soon as daylight came
timid people who have been hearing was still.
investigated
and
found
his blood curdling cries almost night- Herbert
clots
of
blood
on
the
leaves
about
According
to
Mesly t h e r e a b o u ts ,
But
srs.
Boyd
and
Lyman the animal where the eyes had been.
that
was
all.
which has caused all the commotion
There have been other reports of
turns out not to have been an In
an
alarming nature from the Ebemee
jun Devil at all but only an ordinary
pussy cat gone wrong.
Taken al pond region and some of the more
together, their story is an extraord venturesome souls hereabouts were
talking of organizing a grand hunt
inary one.
last month and beating the woods in
Various reports of the presence of
that vicinity, just the way they beat
a formidable beast in the woods
a jungle in India when the Gaekwar
near Ebemee have been current up
of Baroda or King Gefoge or anyone
river for sometime past.
In Oct
goes on a tiger hunt.
But
the
ober, George Hatch of .Portland, saw
days slipped along and Christmas
what he took to be a panther crouch
was coming and the hunt was neving on the branch of a tree a rod
j er organized.
or two ahead of him.
The branch
Neither Lyman nor Boyd, accord
projected over the wloods road he
was traveling and he professed to ìi ng to the story they tokl here,
believe that the animal was lying in j knew anything about the reported
they
wait for him to pass beneath when presence of the beast when
went
over
into
the
Ebemee
country
it was planning to pounce upon him
It wras only on Monday,
with sudden fierceness.
Later on, last week.
after
everything
was all over, that
when he was pinned down to gifving
the details, George admitted that per they learned about the stories.
“ Early Sunday morning,” said Mr.
haps it wasn’t a panther.
But it
was an unusually large—wildcat—he Boyd, “ —and you’d better believe it
was cold,” he added with
evident
was certain of that.
sincerity, “ w© heard a scratching on
Early in November Herbert Mc
the camp roof.
I didn’t know what
Donald, who camped near Ebemee,
it was but I got up and slipped on
heal'd the most awful howling one
my mackinaw and stepped outside
can well imagine along in the mid
with my rifle.
It was just growing
dle of the night.
H© wasn’t in the light and. I saw something up near
the ridgepole and fired.
I couldn’t
have missed at that distance and
something came nplling down over
the roof and fell on the snow, al
most at, my feet.

Shaw's Pneumatic

Smoker

SMOKE OUT, In cold weather trappers
smoke out more mink, “ coon” , skunk, etc., in
one day than they can take in traps in a
month—besibe they get prime furs worth the
most money.
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tells
how. Giving the first time in print the trea
sured secrets of the wisest old trapper in
this country, it’ s worth dollargto you,
TRAPPER’ S SUPPLY C O

BOX W., OAK PARK, TLU,

I am agent for the best E n 
gine for M otorboats. Get
my
price and let me show you some
o f my engines and operations.
I take orders for the construckm o f all kinds o f m otorboats
and have elegant new boats on
Rangeley Lake
to
let, either
■with o r w ithout engineers.
E. L. H A L E Y /
Rangeley,
Maine.

Flour for Every
Baking Need
Bread, cake and pastry better than ever
before, reward
the cook
who uses
W illia m
T ell Flour.
Milled from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our
own special process, it is richest
in nutritive qualities and goes
farther than most flours.
More loaves to the barrel means
big economy. Remember and order
a barrel today.
(is)

H. M CKEN ZIE TRADING

CO.,

PHILLIPS, ME.

L. T. Hindsj,
M. J. Stevens,
Joseph Fatter,
F. C. Burrell,
A. Coburn heirs,
Philbrick & Butler,
O. & Allen B la n 
chard,

400
120
200
20
4400
4800

$ 1,690
550
900

$ 32.00 H orace North
and
11.00 L eon Mosherj
80
18.00 Am erican
Enam el
200
4.00
169
Co.,
13,200
264.00 Clarence K elley,
120
14,400
288.00 Clarence K elley,
140
W ilkins & Mosher, 156
80
356
7.00 F. T. Dalsey,
25
30
To be expended as .oiiows, tr wit: F. M. Derby,
50
In
repairing the roads leading John Adam s,
35
N athan Severy,
through the same and F. C. Burrell, Daniel Pease,
35
of No. 4, Range 3, Is appointed C.
F. Blanchard,
D alsey land,
$70
agent to superintendent the expendi
C.
F. Blanchard,
ture thereof.
Foster land, *
HO
On No. 4 Rang© 2, B. K. P., th© C. F. Blanchard,
109
sum of $904.00 as follows, to wit:
C.
F. Blanchard,
Owners,
No. A cres
Val.
Tax.
L ot No. 5,
119%
F. Blanchard,
Prouty & Miller,
2,000 $ 4,000 $ 80-00 C.
Skeetup lot,
98%
Great Northern P a 
40,000
800.00 Blanchard & Dodge, 40
per Co.,
19,760
Blanchard & W ilder, 40
Garrett
Schenck,
John Tow nsend,
65
part o f H eight of
30
1,200
24.00 John Townsend,
Land Farm
200

150
600
300
300
300
60

100
250
100

50
609

3.00

Owners,
2.00
International
1-00
Co.

10.00
3.00

180

3.60

150

3.00

10)

2.00

20o

56

24,000

300.00

To be expended o\ th© roads
10.00 therein and D. W. Berry of Car6.00
6.00 thag© is) appointed agent to super
6.0L intend the expenditure thereof.
1.00
On Letter E, th© sum of $207.50,
2.00
as follows, to wit:
5.00

150
150

150

except the! above
and public lots, 10,740

3.00

4.00
1.00

To he expended on th e roads
To be expended in repairing the
roads therein, a n d F. C. Burrell of therein and F. L. Wtide-r o Wilton
No. 4, Range 3 is appointed agent is. appointed agent to superintend
the
expenditure th© expenditure thereof.
to superintend
On Perkins Plantation, the sum of
thereof.

No. Acre3
Paper
17,292

Val,

$51,876

Tax.

$207.50

To be expended in lepairing the
roads therein, and B. F. Beal of
Phillipsi is appointed agent to super
intend the expenditure thereof.
And it is hereby oi tiered by us,
the said County Commission?]:s, that
notice of said assessments he pub
lished as required by law.
S. I. BEAN,
L. A. WOR1HLEY,
H. W. COBURN.
County Commissiiooiera of the Coun
ty of Franklin.
A true copy,
2-4
Attest, B. M. SMALL ' Clerk
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Where To Go In Maine
OXFORD C O U N TY.

A N D R O S C O G G IN C O U N T Y .
L E W I S T O N » M A IN E .
D eW itt House. Leading H otel. U nex
celled in Maine- B ooklet free. George
g. Patte, Proprietor, Lew iston, Me.
A R O O STO O K C O U N TY .
W I N T E R V I L L E , M A IN E .
Red R iver Camps, Beautlful paace
vacations.
Beat
o f fishing.
T.
Tw eed le.
CUM BER LAN D

C O U N TY.

W EST

END

H-

Rangeley, Me., Jan. 30, 1912.
Mr. an$ Mrs. Henry Badger visitaf the former’s parents in Phillips
over Sunday.
Miss Marguerite Tw’ombly enter
tained several of her schoolmates
Saturday afternoon at a birthday

U P T O N , M A IN E .
Ourkee’s Camp. On Lake U m bagog end
Cambridge River. Best o f D eer and
D ock hunting. Excellent F ly Fishing and
Trolling for Salmon and Square Tailed
Trout. T. A. Durkee, Pro®, Upton, Me
V IA R U M F O R D F A L L S .
Best Salmon and T rout Fishing In
Maine
Fly fishing begins about June
1. Send for circular. H ouse alw ays
open. John G hodw ick & Oo., Upper
Dam, Maine______________ ______________

/p a rty .

We were misinformed in regard
to the installing officers at Summit
CA R R Y PO ND CAM PS.
Are delightfully situated on shore of Rebekah
lodge.
They were Mrs.
Open for tftie fall hunting. These cam ps Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec
located betw een K ennebec V alley and to Rangeley
Lakes,
popular thorough- Wilkins and Mrs. R ussel of Wilton
Dead River Region, the best o f deer far« for autom
obiles, being a distance instead of the ones mentioned last
shooting. A few
moose, black bear,
123 m iles each way.
partridges and ducks, good hunting trail o f Lake
Parlin
and
the 12 ou t ponds In week.
leading in all directions, team always
radius o f four m iles furnish
the
ready to get ou t gam e. R ates $10.60 the
The Ladies’ Aid will meet this
beat
o
f
fly
Ashing
hole season.
H. M. C ASTN ER, Prop’r. Per week after Oct. 1. Nto cl org® for The house and cam pstheare w
new
and
have
week
with Mrs. Olin Rowe.
boats. W rite for booklet. H enry
J. all modern
conveniences,
such
as
Lane, Carry Pond, Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Garlton were
baths, ga s lights, open rock fireplace»,
Portland,
Maine
etc. T he cuisine Is unexcelled.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Canoeing, boating,
bathing,
tennis, in town Sunday.
mountain clim bing, automaton in g, etc.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
At the installation of the Pythian
W rite for booklet.
OUANANICHE LODGE
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport
Sisters Jan. 18, the following offic
H . P. M o K E N N E Y , Proprietor,
Jackm an, .
*
*
Malnew ers were installed by Agnes Robert
SUNSET CAMPS
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl NORWAY PINES HOUSE & CAMPS
son, Past Chidf: P. C., Cora Porter;
Lake Stream Co.,
“ Owners. ”
DON’T FO R G ET.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, Grand
M. E. C., Nora Pillsbury; E. S.,
Fishing unexcelled. Ouananiche Brook and
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Lake Trout. As a vacation proposition not beaten
Whenever you writ« to one of our Edna Hinkley; E. J., Emma McCard;
and only equalled by few places in the state.
American plan. Send for Circular.
M.
Good Hunting. Old-fashioned hospitality. Cook advertisers, don’t forget to mention M. of R. and C., Clara Rector;
ing with the Grandmother flavor. No territory
can touch it as a canoeing center. Circulars.
Main« Woods.
It is important to of F., Anna Lamb; M. of T., Mertie
f r a n k l in c o u n t y .
W. G- ROSE, Manager and Treasurer
Hoar; P. of T., Minnie Pillsbury;
Grand Lake Stream, Dobsis Lake,
you to do so; important to us and G. of O. T., Mabel Hoar.
A ban
Washington County, Maine
C f ^ N B f m i ^ T h e K^ c l h e A T ^ e ^ xk^ '
the advertiser naturally wants to quet was served,
Writ© for free circular. Capt.
F.
L.
C ATAN C E LA K E.
Barker, Bem ls, MaineL. A. Gookson has gone to Dallas
B est o f Salmon and T rou t fishing. know where you found his name.
A lso all kinds o f gam e In season.
In 
to work in the enamel mill.
Tell
him,
and
thus
do
a
good
turn
formation. and. Term* furnished on ap
R A N G ELEY LAKES.
..
. .
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish were
P rivate boarding house. F. for all concerned.
Bald M ountain Camps are situated ai plication.
the fo o t o f Bald M ountain in a good O. K eith, Cooper, Maine.
in
Portland last week.
fishing section. Steam boat accom m oda
tion« O. K. Telephone a t camps. Tw o
Misses Lucy and Thala
Adams
mails dally.
W rite for free circulars to
spent Saturday at their father’s camp
A M O S E L L IS , Prop’r,
Bald Mountain,
•
*
Maine.
at Macy’s Junction.
E. I. Herrick went to Boston Sat
Are situated on First Debsconeag Lake, l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
Hotel Blanchard will be from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours. Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps; urday.
own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York. Philadelphia and Boston references.
Isaac Mitchell froze his fingers
closed’ for the winter Dec. 3
one day last week while at work on
E. H. GROSE, Stratton, Me.
th© new schoolhouse.
MT. KATAHDIN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from
About 35 attended the Grange
these camp3 to Sourdnahunk, Rainbow, Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
D E A D R IV E R , M A IN E .
planning trips down the West Branch from N. E. Carry.
meeting Saturday night.
The liter
W est Carry Pond Camps o ffers every
Best Family Cooking in Maine.
inducement to fisherm en, hunters, and
ary
program
consisted
of
readings
nature lovers. Five small ponds within
DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Maine, Rates $2.00
40 minutes w alk o f the hom e cam ps and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing, skiing, Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps by Helen Raymond and Bertha Rus
where trout m ay b e taken on the fly during winter months. Booklet for the asking.
sell, the latter responding to an enr
every day in the season.
First class
table service,
com fortable
w ell kept
icore.
cam ps and pleasant surrounding». Ele
/ H E R B E R T M. H O W E S,
vation 2000 feet. F o r further inform a
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Ellis
are
Millinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag, Me.
tion and. Illustrated literature address,
visiting friends in Massachusetts for
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .
a f^w weeks.
S cott’« Camps, Qutanby Pond, fam ous
for fly fishing, fiv e miles from RangeMrs. E. H. Whitney and^ children
ley, tw o m iles from
Oquoesoc, good
were an Phillips Saturday.
road direct to cam ps. Transient parties
Q O L L E G E preparatory.
Business
accom m odated, best o f m eals served.
Charles Harnden is at Kineo on a
Telephone connection b y
w hich boats
courses.
Gymnasium.
Athletic
A
and accom m odations can be secured. J.
fur buying trip.
E. Scott, B o x 268, Rangeley, Maine.
Misses Jane Edwards, Prudence
field. Marnai training.
The only
LO G CAM P T O L E T .
Richardson, Mabel and Hannah Peasfe
P n L on g Pond. N ear Rangeley. Five
school in Maine inviting comparison
Rooms. B rick fireplace. C ook cam p, Ioe,
and Mr. John E. Peakes, with
Spring water. A ddress
Charles Huntoon as driver, visited
in chool, athletic and home equipGEO. H. 8N O W M AN ,
Rangeley, _
.
Maine..
the logging camps of Huntoon • and
Hinkley on Spotted Mountain, Sat
V IA R A N G E L E Y .
York’s Camp®, L oon Lake. A ddress J.
urday and report a very
pleasant
ate schools.
Snowshoeing,
L ew ie York, Rangeley, Maine. Booklet.
time.
tobogganing, skiing, horse
Mr. and Mrs, James Mathiesbn of
ON R A N G ELEY LA K E .
back riding, maple-sugar
M ingo Spring H otel and Camps. The
Indian
Rock are spending a short
m ost attractive place at the Rangeleys.
A dvance booking advised. A ddress A.
time at theii'r home on Pond street.
making,
fishing,
and
hunting.
8. Perth am. Rangeley, Maine.
The following officers of Entwisle
9 Autoists en route to Rangeley are invited to inlodge, No. 120, I. O. O. F., were in
pect
our
complete
plant.
Tuition
$700.
This place is famous for the Early !
stalled Friday by Mr; Fred Daven
t
Accommodations for two more boys. ’ ’
Trout Fishing and Excellent Guides.
port and Mr. Clarence Campbell of
ADDRESS
Philips:' N. G., Philip Alton QuimIN T H E
G E O R G E D. C H U R C H ,
by; V. G., Saul Collins; Sec., Ar
H e a d m a ste r
thur L. Oakes; Treas., Geo. Russell;
Chap., Calvin Nile; R. S. S„ J. B.
King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 feet
Tomlinson; L. S. S., Dana, B’odgett;
abov© sea level, unexcelled for trout
R., S. N.j G.\ Dennis Nile; L . S. N.
fishing or an outing. Individual cab SECOND INDOOR T R A P SHOOT. the trap shooters carried number G., Lysian Kempton; R. S. V. G.,
ins, open wood fires, excellent cuisin
six shot, backed with enough powder George Bridgham; L. S. V. G., H.
fin© natural lithia spring water, mag
to kill mallards.
This year the man Grant; I. G., Walter Twombly; O. G.,
A
topic
at
th©
"winter
shoots
of
the
nificent scenery. Renew your health*1
agement will recommenl three drams Ben Gile.
One member was init
$n the balsam-laden air of Maine’s gun clubs is the 1912 indoor trap of powder or equivalent and 1% iatedshoot.
This,
the
second
yearly
in
.ideal resort. Address
ounces of number 7% shot, these
Harry V. Kimball is taking his
door international Trap Shooting
loadings composed of shells, powder annual vacation.
J. E. Lamb has
H A R R Y M. PIERCE,
Tournament, combined with eighteen
and shot from all the manufacturers charge of his store.
th annual Sporstmen’s Show in New
King and Bartlett Camps,
will be on sale at the tournament,
Last week was the coldest yet.
Address, Farmington, Me until the York, will be held March 1st to 9th, although shooters "pet-loads”
will In some parts of the village
the
at Maison Square Garden. Generalfeastn opens.
not be barred.
The elapsed time m©rcury went down to 46 degrees
Manager, S. M. Van Allen, announces
occupied by the daily programs now below," zero.
D E A D R IV E R R E G IO N .
I that Luther J. Squier of Pittsburg,
under construction by Mr. Squier will
T h e Sargent. U p to date In every par- I
Misses Leona and Annie Oakes
who
managed
the
1911
shoot,
will
ticuflar. M ain e's ideal fam ily vocation
of have returned from Phillips where
resort. Good fishing and hunting sec through the courtesy of 1jie Du Pont be considerably lesis than that
tion.
Cuisine unsurpassed. A. B. Sar
1911 in consideraiton of exhibitors. they have been working.
Powider company, manage the
1912
gent, P rop ’r, Bustis, Maine.
A free school for novices will
be
There was a box supper at RangeTournament, and is arranging
its
open each morning during the sfhow. ley Plantation last Saturday
night.
program.
Some changes will
be
Th© proceeds will be used for the
W est Carry Pond Camp». Under new made this year, based upon the ex
management, w ill be put In first class
benefit of the school.
shape fo r the season of 1911 and offers perience of last year’s first indoor;
every inducem ent to fisherm en, hunt shoot ever held which will insure to [
Mrs, Orrie Haley of Dallas is
W
h
en
the
Worm
Turned.
ers, and nature lover®.
F iv e
small
stopping
with her sister, Mrs. Geo.
pond« w ithin 40 minutes w alk o f the the benefit of both shooters
and
“ No power on %earth shall make me
hom e cam ps where trout m ay be taken
Show exhibitors.
To Jo it!” he declared, firmly. She ap Russell.
on the fly every day to the season. Sportsman’s
FUr»t class table service, com fortable begin with, the gunners will
shoot proached close to his side. Her eyes
wel* kept cam ps and pleasant surround
ings. Elevation 2000 feet.
F or further diagonally from a platform on the Mazed into his and her lips sneered.
Inform ation and) illustrated literature
“ Vou shall do it! However you
north slide of the Garden’s arena, ov
address,
Iread it, it must be done! You hear
er traps placed toward the southeast m e?”
R. B. T A Y L O R , Prop.
corner instead of from the center' “ I refuse utterly! Such a thing is
January 29, 1912.
DEAD RIVER,
MAINE straight toward the east; this im mworthy for a man of pride and honFriday morning, Jan. 26, the ther
provement will more nearly equal out ir to undertake!” he repeated, draw mometer registered 40 degrees below
J A C K M A N , M A IN E .
L ak « Park. B eautifully situated on the door conditions,
thus
giving
a ing back from her as from a whip zero.
dhore o f Lake Wood,, Autolng- M otorIn», Trout and
Salmon, flahing,
17 longer range. The steel barrier to lash.
Mrs. Dyer of Stratton is visiting her
nuie« o f lake and
60 m ile» o f liv e r stop the shot will be higher,
Quickly she was at his side again,
will
son
Warren and family.
boating. Tw in Island Camps at Skinner.
EL A. Boothm an.
\
.
reach the floor and* the whit gripping his arm with fingers slim, but
Mr. and Mrs. John Symes have come
lard as steel.
ened space will he higher and lower.
She slipped a small knife into his |out from the Chimes and are going to
K EN N EB EC CO U N TY.
Instead of the lighting arrangements
nand—a thin, sharp-pointed piece of |return to their home in New York.
of 1911. forty flaming arc lights will iteel. “ There!” she said.* His obsti
B E L G R A D E L A K E S , M A IN E .
Charles Smart is going to Cupsuptic
T he Belgrade.
Beet Sportsmen’» H otel have reflectors that will light the nacy was momentarily driving her to
to work for Sargent & Wyman.
in N ew England. Best black baas f|«8itoc. In the world, best trout fishing in flying clay targets while shading the. iesperatlon.
I Mrs. Omar Durrell of Stratton, visMain«. Obas. N. Hill & Son. Managers. shooter’s eyes. It might be remarked
Her voice broke with passion, and ; ited her sister, Mrs. A. A. Berry, a few
CARATU N K , ME.
that Miss Annie Oakley in her exhi 3he cried, in a loud, angry tone: "Wil days the past week.
I am opening two new ponds to fly
fishing where fish weighing one-half bition. last year broke most of her liam Tomkins, if you don’t do what I
Mrs. Charles Ricker and son Elwin,
to four pounds can bo caught, situat blue rocks but also incidentally shot say and go peel those potatoes at
visited the former’s daughter, Mrs.
ed near Pierce Pond. Cantps. Send for
ance,
you’ll
go
to
bed
without
any
circular.
out sixty odd electric lights. , Last
Warren Dyer, Sunday, Jan. 28.
Jinner!”—Puck.
C. A. SPAULDING,
year the chosen loads of some of
Carat unk, Maitne.
'Mrs. Lucy Lockyer has returned

Lake Parlin House and Camps.

H O TEL

HOWES' DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.
For MOOSE and DEER

School
fo r b o y s

ABBOT—

—

Farmington,
Maine

Woods o f Maine

home from Oakland, where she has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary
Ditson.
Mrs. Charles Smart has gone to
Farmington to work.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley/Ranger and
Miss Esther Rand visited A. L. Taylor’s
logging camp Saturday, Jan. 27, where
M. H. Norton and wife are cooking.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Look have gone
down river visiting for a short time.
Miss Nellie Knapp of Flagstaff, is
working for Mrs. Hartley Ranger.

GOT

HIS

EUSTIS

MIXED

UP

Absent-Minded Man Has Seme Diffi
culty at the Book Store and
the Grocers’.
As the little man walked absentmindedly along the sidewalk he sud
denly stopped in front of a bookstore.
It recalled to him the meaning of that
piece of string on his finger, and with
a brightened face he entered.
‘‘Just a minute,” he said to the
clerk
“ My wife wanted me to get
a book for her-^-a certain novel she’s
heard a good deal about I must find
the memorandum she gave me. She
wrote the name on a slip of paper,
and I put it in my pocket.”
. After considerable fumbling he pro
duced a small bit of paper, and laying
it on the counter, took out his spec
tacles and adjusted them on his nose.
“Here’s the name—Cobb’s Cornatine. Yes, that’s it.”
“I—I’m afraid I don’t know the
book, sir,” said the clerk apologetical
ly, “but I’ll look through the list of
new ones.” And he ran his eye over
the list on the wall. “ No, I’m sorry
to say I can’t find it here. You are
sure of the name?”
“ Yes, it’s right here on this piece
of paper.”
.
“Well, I’m afraid we haven’t got
It then.”
“ But—but I don’t dare to go home
to my wife without it. I promised to
get it for her.”
The clerk called to another in the
back of the store, who came forward.
To the other he said: “ Say, Bill, do
you know of a book called Cornatine,
by a fellow named Cobb?”
“ What’s that?” he asked in sur
prise.
The old gentleman broke
in:
''Cobb’s Cornatine. Here, see for
yourself.”
“I’m afraid you’ve made a mistake,”
said the new arrival with a twinkle.
‘Cobb’s Cornatine is a new breakfast
food.”
“Ah, now I see why the grocer
didn’t understand me when I asked
him lor a package of Queed,” remark
ed the customer in manifest relief.
—G. Kaemmerling in Puck.

Commonwealth Hotel
Incorporated

Opposite State House, Boston, Mass!
tter\

Tenth’sYear
opened
September 27

WEST CARRY POND CAMPS.

NOTES

Offers rooms with hot and cold water
for $1.00 a day and up; which includes
free use of public shower baths. NO
THING TO EQUAL THIS IN NEW
ENGLAND. Rooms wtih private bath
for $1.50 per day and up; suits of two
rooms and bath for $4.00 per day and up
Dining room and cafe first class.
Eu
ropean plan.
Absolutely

Fireproof. Stone Floors. Nothing
W ood but Tbe D oors.

Equipped with its own sanitary vacuum cleaning
plant. Strictiv a temperance hotel. Send for
booklet.

STORER F. CRAFTS, Gen. Mgr.
TAKE NYOIL WITH YOU INTO
THE WOODS IN YOUR GRIP

^

No Sportsmaifs Kit
is complete without
it. No Guide will
recommend a n y
other oil after he
has given -

NYOIL

a thorough test on bis

rifle. It’s the best lnbricating oil ever re
fined; in a class by it
self for use on firearms
It w ill not gum or
chili. It contains no
acid. I t A b s o l u t e l y
PREVENTS RÜST.

All hardware and
sporting goods stores
sell it. Large bottles
cheaper to buy, 25
cents; trial siae, 10c.

Wm. F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.
Also M fr’ of
NYOLENE
tabes. Try either
or both.
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IN THE WOODS WITH DR. LONG

The

Quality Store”

A Fascinating Writer Prefers His Own Companionship
and That of Nature of Which He Is a Lover.

Offers
50 per cent Reduction
in Prices of

FRENCH BRIAR
PIPES
--Cased--

(Continued from last week.)
We were half way to the pond
which we were seeking, I think,
wihen we stopped at a spring of wate
"as old as ice” we said, and had
each drunk after Dr. Long, accord
ing to his unerring custom had first
dipped a cup of it from the spring
and poured It upon the ground as
an oblation (I have not seen
him
drink from the spring when he did
not
observe the custom.
Ten
minutes later we were watching some

"Ah, ha,” exclaimed Dr. Long, as
we were within a mile of our des
tination, "here’s my chance in Sep
tember.”
In the remains of a fal
len pine which had been reduced to
powder by time and decay, was a
series of little depressions as round
ar
half as deep as tea saucers.
"Two, four, six, nine,” —'there were
eleven of htem.
I might easily
hiive passed them unnoticed but they
cou’ d not escape the keen eye of Dr.
Long.
ia one was the discarded

Sarsaparilla
Eradicates scrofula and all
other humors, cures all their
effects, makes the blood rich
and abundant, strengthens all
the vital organs. Take it.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs,

co i e a master hand do the thing.
Taking the long pole in his hand
he moved the raft some distance from
the shore and then stayed his pro
gress.
Seizing ihis fly rod he made
a cast.
Absolute silence.
Another
cast.
It was like the first.
A
third cast—a bending rod, a rippl
Regular Price,
ing jur'ace—a splash—the flashing
of the Mver sides of a speckled trout
Reduced to,
in the sun—a reaching for a net—a
pound trout in the bag. Then there
was th' second strike with a land
ed fish a^d the third, and then a
call fp. dinner.
Have I not built a hundred camp
fires ar." cooked the fish to my own
liking? ' But now I was with
the
master
hand.
He
did
not
know
I
PH ILLIPS, MAINE.
way watching his every step
and
movement as he laid the sticks,
struck fh© match, hung the coffee
pot over the flames and did
this
’.ast thing in a way I had
never
done it c - seen it done.
“ Just step across the brook there and
get the frying pan if you will,” he said
after I had prepared the trout for cook
ing; and going to a fallen tree and
pushing aside some trick of concealmen
W e would appreciate it enough
I discovered an aluminum frying pa*
to give you the kind of service
though the doctor does not like alumi
that will, keep you a customer.
num as well as steel because it is more
Although young, our business is
likely to burn, some forks, spoons and
growing and we take pride in
alumit um cups.
In just twenty-five
minutes from the time we reached the
believing that our customers
spring, the fire had been built, the fish
could depend on us. If you will
cooked «the beans htated through, the
give us an opportunity to serve
tea made and all was in readiness.
D
R.
W
M
.
J.
LONG
A
L
O
N
E
IN
THE
WOODS.
you we promise your business our
“ It seems to me this meal is worth
best attention.
saying grace over,” said the Doctor,
Very truly yours,
partridge« through the field glasses tail feather of a half grown grouse; us both and strengthened the sym- with a smile of contentment, and he
a few rods from us, when we dis in one or two of the others were pntheic bond. We had. traveled dis- raised his hand, while we bowed our
Carroll Thompson
covered that a fish rod had been left bits of the fluffy down that tiie { “ *** ia
heads in reverent gratitude.
silencT
. .. ,
. l brings one into Nature’s secrets; we
Upper Village
at the spring.
Dr. Long went back brood had left behind.
With the dishes washed and hidden»
“YThey m ust',
, .
. ,
,
, ,
.
Lad talked in undertones and shared biding another trip to the same spot,
P h illip s,
M aine.
after the rod.
I was left to myself .be ,back
here at sunset—the mother'
,
.
. ,,
.
.
„ ,
.
T . ,
J woodsy experiences of the past which there was more fishing to be done.
in the solitary place.
I sat down, and
the brood.”
We had passed
. .
..
___
.
.,
|ranged from his summer on the “ Would I go out on one of the rafts?”
glasses in my hand, hoping
that turee
broods of partridges on our
.
T .
,
.. . T
,
coast of Labrador, which I had nev- Not if I could sit on the shore and
something would appear worth see wa,y, or rather
one brood, and unmis
er seen, to my climbs in the Blue watch an expert, for I could fish any
ing, when the mother partridge flew takabie signs of two others.
Ridge Mountains, which he had nev day; so while I lounged on shore and
from a branch and alighted on a fal
We were nearing our destination
er visited; we had stopped to study the mountain still guarded the pond
len tree, whose butt was fifteen feet which was an unfrequented
pond
from me.
Apparently disturbed ov- on the mountain side far above the tie, trail of the black bear through Dr. Long poled the raft out again. He
the patches of raspberry bushes, was farther away this time though
for strictly fresh eggs.
ei her scattered brood, though her lake on which the camp is located.
where the uncanny creature had within speaking distance, but with the
young were as large as she was, the
“
The
next
time
you
come,
I
may
We can use some
gfdhered the berries, seizing
the field glasses I watched him as he cast
load©* stems in his mouth, munch again and again. I had* seen him take
Yellow Eyed Beans.
ing ofi the fruit, but sparing the twenty two trout from their habitat.
•■
/
leaves, bruised and dead, to wither Speckled beauties? The term is hack
CASH G R O C E R Y
on the branch; We had noted tha neyed, overworked until it is scarcely
s( me of the bear's trails were
permissible; but these mottled-backed,
STORE
week old. and others had been silver-sided, white bellied creatures,
Phillips,
Maine,
rnaoe since sunrise; we had remark with spots of gold and crimson are to
ed upon the scarlet foliage of a lone the water what the gay wings of all
soft maple whose flaming color butterflies or the ruby-throated hummer
against the background of olive is to the air.
'm i
green was doubtless the first precurs
I can’t go back,” I said to Dr.
or of a coming autumn; w© had Long, “ I can’ t go back.
I want to
gioeted on their own breeding ground bivouac here and watch the sunset, anp
the juncos, or snow birds, the slate return in the morning;’ ’ but it would
Has bought out the entire
ca <red friends who visit us at cause endless anxiety in camp, and so
stock and trade of the Farm
horhe only in winter—these and a we reluctantly returned. We were one
er’s Co-Operative ^Trading Co.
hi. ndrxL other things had claimed hour and twenty minutes on the return
>¿
Call and I will give you one
cur attention.
It seemed hardly pos to the canoe. On the way up we had
hundred and thirty crackers
sill© that we had made four miles, crossed a corduroy bridge—a bridge
for twenty five cents.
all of it uphill, yet we had moved built by laying logs on the stringers
1
so leisurely and digressed so often which had been placed across a stream,
that we had been two and one-half there are usually two stringers only.
hours on the way.
Now we
had
“ You see,” said the doctor, “ the
reached our destination.
horses which have been loose in the
“ The last time I was up here,* wood^-all summer have crossed here
said Dr. Long, “ we made a raft often, but only on that end of the
which we should find here. There’s bridge and over one stringer; but here
BARGAINS IN MILLINERY
an older one somewhere that Carl the bridge is all safe and they have
$22.00 Hats for
$15.98
found on his last tri- up.”
crossed in the middle.”
„
„
«.98
'L’h * were moored side by side,
(T o be Continued.)
4.98
8.00 „
„
one of them built this, year,
the
3.98
„
„
other of an earlier date, which had
1.98
4.00 „
„
Big Salary Explained.
collected mould enough so that weeds
.98
2.00 ,, „
"And how is your excellent son, th*
and
grass
were
growing
rankly
be
4 Beavers left, untrimmed
1.98
divinity student? He graduated from
DR. WM. J. LONG AT THE PL^SE OF A BEAR HUNT.
tween the logs.
.98
7 Black felts,
the theological academy about a year
Would I go out on one of
the ago, I believe?” "Yes, just a year
Babies’ Bonnets at half price,
ago. And he’s doing so well! They
only few left.
beautiful bird, first scolding and then net be with you,” he said, “ so eith-lrafts?
coaxing and using half a dozen dif er going in or coming out, turn in I I have made my own rafts; I hav< pay him a wonderfully large salary
ferent calls, com e of which I had here to the loft.
Beyond those al- sometime«; cast a fly myself, and I and next year he’s to get more.” "In
not heard before, walked the entire dens cast a fly and you will get all have stood at "Sportsmen’s Shows” deed! That’s very unusual. Perhaps
It Is his excellent delivery that nets
length of the tree, in u,ter disregard the trout you will want.
You can and walched experts cast into the him the large emolument.” "Yes,
of my own presence.
I had thought take a turn here, and you will find great pool of water in the
main that’s it. He’s one of the pitchers fn
Good ej esight is vital to the highest
to use the’ glasses if opportunity of a Iraq to the pond, if you choose hut building but it is one thing to cast the big league.”—Cleveland Plain
type of efficiency. Almost
fered, but this feathered creature we will go this way.”
a fly and it i© quite another to Dealer.
all poor eyesight can
be prevented by
which perchance had never seen a
A little tour around the shore of star..3 on a loosely constructed raft,
proper means.
human form before, came so near a mountain guarded pond and we ap cast hook the fish and ¡get him into
THE
SOUND
SLEEP
OF
GOO®
Thorough examination at your
HEALTH
on that log that I had no use for proached a point cautiously, silently. tl‘.> net.
Here was my opportunity
residence if desired.
Is
not
for
those
suffering
from
kid
them; partridges, proverbially wild,
ney ailments and irregular,ities. The
FRANK F. G R A V E S
H O W C O L D A F F E C T S T H E K I D N E Y S . prompt use o f Foley Kidney PjHs will
B L A M E D A GOOD W O R K E R .
ha become as familiar as fowls in
A v oid ' taking cold if your kidneys dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
“ I blamed my heart fdr severe dis
Optom etrist.
Cold congests the kid and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
a barn-yard.
tress in m y left Side for two years,” are s e n s itiv e .
neys,
throws too much work upon them kidneys, restore normal action, and
writes W. Evans, Danville, Va., “ but
New Sharon,
Maine
Serious kid with, it health and strength.
Mrs. M.
I know now it w>ajs indigestion, as Dr. and weakens their action.

$5.00
$2.50

R. H.PREBE

Some black ducks were among the
lily pads just off the shore. Aside from
this, and a solitary king-fisher, whose
harsh rattle broke for the fraction of
a second upon the ear, there was
silence. It was worth the long jour
ney to he there; it was worth vast
ly more to be there with this mar
ter of Nature’s secrets.
W e had
tramped together through four miles
of charm from the beach where v.
had left the canoe.
We had seen
a hundred things that had interestee

DRUGGIST

WHO’S YOU« AUTO AND
CARRIAGE PAINTER?

♦ Highest Prices

!

J. R. DOYEN

I ' J. R. DOYEN

fax

11.00
6 00

a
MRS. J.

C.

TIRRELL

Graduate

F armers Phone 3-34.
W hen

yo u h a v e

a

bilious attack

give

Chamberlin’s Tablets a trial. T h e y are
«x<jgllent, F or sale b y a ll d ea lers.

If you are troubled with cihronic con
stipation, the mild and gentle effect of
Chamberlain’s Tablets makes them espec
lally suited to your case. For sale by
alt d e a le r s .

King’s New Life Pills completely cured
me.”
Best for stomach, liver and kid
ney troubles, constipation, headache or
debility.
25c at E. H. Whitney's,
Phillips; Riddle’s Pharmacy, Rangeley;
Chaides E. Dyer’s, Strong, L. L. Ml Sch
ell’s, Kilngfield.

ney trouble and even Brigiht’s disease F. Spalsbury, Sterling, 111., says;
“I
•may resultStrengthen your kidneys, suffered great palim in my back and
g e t rid o f the pain and soreness, build kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
tnem up by the timely use of Foley could not raise my hands over my head.
Kidnev Pills.
Tonic in action, quick But two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills
to results.
E. H. Whitney, Phillips, cured me.”
OB. H. Whitney, Phillips,
j Maine.
Maine.

10

(T b u c e b e s
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Calendar for week ending Feb. 10.
Sunday, Feb. 4, 10.45, morning wor.
ship. Sermon, “ Where God Is ." 12,
Sunday school. 7.30, People’ s service,
music by Choral club. Address, “ Dick
ens and His Message.”

iti Al N E

W O OD S,

service, and look to find Him in doing
this. • But we shall find Him quicker by
humble service, as the little every day
opportunities come to us.
Just preaching is not enough for the
helping of humanity. There must also
be service. There must be a life obe
dient to the voice of God.
There is danger in all spectacular
movements which depend largely upon
numbers and excitement. More than
this is necessary. The emphasis must
not be upjn these things, but upon
knowledge of God gained through obe
dience to Him.
You and I have a better chance to
know life than had the prophets of
olden days. We shall find no better
way of knowing God than by humble
obedience to Him day by day. Looking
for Him not in great and spectacular
experiences and opportunities alone,,
but in common duties and simple ex
periences.

P H IL L IP S , MAINiE, F E B R U A R Y 1, 1912.
Initiative.

“It’s the man that's a-trying some
thing new that gets laughed at every
time. And hq is generally right—the
I rest are wrong. Somebody has got to
i begin and be guyed like a fool, and
_ ! hide and starve, and eat his heart
out_ and then after years and years
Strong, Me., Jam. 29, 1912. 1the rest of the world that was too lazy
J. F. Will and daughter, Sara, of i to do its own thinking comes a-strutBrunswick are visiting C. B. Rich- 1
up to pat him on the bat v and inardsoa and family.
vlte biIU 10
and everybody
comes in on the chorus: “I told
The Ladies’ Aid met Wednesday ! you so!’
at the home of Mrs. Geo. Crosby.
William Hanscomb of Stratton
P R O B A TE NOTICES.
was in town last week buying fur.
Charles Richards has his lumber
Estate of Elmer W. McKeen.
crew cutting ice on the river and
F R A N K L IN , ss;
is filling his. ice house.
At a Court of Probate holden at Farmington, with
The Oppalumski Chapter had their in and for the County of Franklin, on the third Tues
day of January. A. D. 1912.
installation last Friday night. Dur W hereas a petition has been duly filed praying
administrât on o f the estate o f Elm er W .
ing the evening- a nice lunch was that
McKeen late o f Phillips in said County o f F rank
served.
A delightful time was en lin, deceased m ay be granted to J. Blaine Morri
son or some other suitable person,
joyed by all present.
Ordered, that said petitioner give notice to all per
interested, by causing this order to be published
The North Franklin! Interscho’ as- sons
three weeks successively in the Maine W oods, pub(Di
t i c speaking contest is to be held liBhed at Phillips, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Farmington, in said County, <
in town Wednesday evening, Feb. the third Tuesday of February next, at ten' of tthe

Pride in Saving*.

Only well-bred trained people who
are used to ha ng things l <•* pride
In saving. They who have never had
breeding or training and have never
been used to having anything know
nothing of saving. Most menials and
beggars and
spendthrifts believe
squandering and big tipping and wide
spending are a sign of big folk; aye,
even of decency.

STRONG

i

Making Up Natural Defects.

A French physician has discovered
the means of planting artificial eye
lashes and eyebrows. The former op
eration Is very painful, but the latter
less so.

The subject of the sermon preached
by Rev. M. S. Hutchins at the Union
ehurch Sunday morning was “ Where
God Is Not.”
When one speaks upon a subject like
this he should give a word of explana
R E A L E ST A T E A G E N C Y
tion or of warning. Let me refer you
80 ACRE FARM on main road; 2%
to the little boy who, on being asked to
miles to village; R. F. D. past the
tell where God is, replied, “ Tell me
house; 25 acres tillage, cut® about
where God is not.” There is no place
30 tons of hay; remainder pasture
where God is not present; no interest
¡clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
21 .
;
and wood lot, hard wood and pine.
of life from which He is withdrawn; no
I have, why the same should not be allowed.
J. H. TH OM PSO N , Judge.
“ God’s Invitation
to
Business
Well and acqueduct water; story and
attitude of mind or spirit entirely sep
Attest, A .L . Fenderson, Register.
Men,”
was
the
subject
at
church
last
a half, 9 room house and ell; two
arated from Him. Where God is not,
West Farmington, Jan. 21, 1912.
Estate of Anthony B. Chase.
barns, one 44x52, the other 22x28..
then, does not mean anything from
Mrs. Charles Ellsworth is
very Sunday morning by the pastor, Rev.
R A N K L IN , ss: At a Court of Probate holden Included
W. P. Holman.
In the evening at FFarmington,
are 5 good cows, farm
which He is absent absolutely, but sick.
within and for the Coun y of Frank
lin,
on the third Tuesday of January,, A. D- 1912.
his
talk
was
on
Booker
T.
Washing
ing tools, one acre good sweet com*
where comparatively He is mostly ab
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Swain are
■Lillian H. Chase Guardian o f A nthony B. Chase, grain and about 30 tons of hay; for
ton.
Mr. Holman heard him
in minor
sent.
i
spending a few days in Lewiston.
child o f W arren S. Chase, late o f Plym outh
Lewiston
last
Friday
evening.
New
Hampshire deceased, having presented her quick sale we make the price $2,200.
The text for such a sermon may be
Guy Blaisdell has gone to Boston
first account o f Guardianship o f the estate o f
I Kings 10, a part of the eleventh and where he is employed by the Edison
Miss Zelma Orcutt of New Vine said ward fo r allow ance;
.
Ordered, that said Guardian give notice to all
twelfth verses: “ A grtat and strong Electric Illuminating Co.
yard visited her cousin, Miss Flor persons
interested, by causing this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Maine W oods,
wind rent . the mountains and brake in
Captain E. H. Marwick is spending ence Luce1.
published at Philips, that they may appear at a P ro
pieces the rocks before the Lord; but a few days in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Look enter bate Court to be held at Parmington, in said County,
AGENCY
on the third Tuesday of February next, at ten of the R E A L E ST AT E
the Lord was not in the wind;
Miss Josephine Wing of Wilton is tained Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Will, Mr. clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
after the wind an earthquake; but visiting Mrs. A. E. Andrews.
and Mrs. Elford Winslow and Mr. have, why the same should not be allowed.
Wilton,
Maine.
J. H. T H O M P SO N , Judge.
the Lord was not in the earthquake;
Attest, A. L. Fenderson, Register,
Mrs. J. M. S. Hunter is visiting and Mrs. Fred Daggett last Friday
a n l after the earthquake a fire; but the in Boston.
evening.
Estate of Horace W. Loomis.
Lord was not in the fire.”
The teachers in town will attend
Albert E. Andrews, brakeman on
PEELED PULPW00D.
The servant of the Lord was lost. the Maine Central rai’roadis) suffer the Teacher’s Convention at Farm F R A N K L IN , ss: A t a Court of Probate holden j
at Farmington, within and for the County of Frank
He had had an experience of great ex ing an attack of lavgrippe.
ington, Feb. 2.
lin, on the third Tuesday of January-, A- D. 19X2
3,000 cords, Fir, Spruce and Poplat
Loomis administratrix o f the estate o f wanted on line of Sandy River & Rangealtation, and now had come the spirit
Monday evening a party of friends H*Weltha
Frank Colburn of Wiltbn lias pur
orace W . Loomis late o f Rangeley in said Countual and mental reaction. He had lost chased. the large stable and dwelling gave Dr. C. W. Bell a surprise birth ty. deceased, having presented her iirst a ccou nt ley Lakes Railroad. Highest prices fo r
o f adminstration of the estate o f said deceased fo r 1909. Write, telephone or call on.^
his Lord Those natures which reach house on Keyes Square and is going day party at his home.
During the allowance:
Ordered, that said administratrix give notice to all
the greatest heights of rejoicing, also
evening
he
was
presented
with
a
M cL e a r y , Phillips
interested, by causing this order to be pub- A. W .
to reside there and conduct a livery
iiersons
islted three weeks successively in the Maine W oods,
go lowest in the depths of despondency. business.
very handsome smoking set.
,
.published at Phillips, that they may appear at _
At Mount Carmel Elijah had chal
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in said
Mrs. Tirrell, formerly of Washing fine time was enjoyed by a.1-1 pres- ICounty,
on the third Tuesday of February, next, at
lenged the priests of the heathen god
tea of tile clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
ton, D. C., has purchased the Wood ent.
May the New Year have for you
Baal. Tney had built an altar and
any
they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
Miss Nellie McLeary and friend,
cock house and located in FarmingJ. H. TH OM PSO N , Judge,
A
bit of luck in all you do;
ealled upon their god to send-fire to ton.
Miss
Florence
Herbert,
started
Attest, A . L . Fenderson, Register.
burn the offering upon it. But though
Monday
for
St.
Paul,
Minn.,
after
a
Enough to wear, enough to eat,
Cards have been received announc
their pleading was long continued,
Notice. The subscriber hereby Contentment— which is hard to beat.
ing the marriage of Mary A. Puring- few weeks’ visit with relatives and gives notice that she has
been duly appointed A d 
though in the intensity of their suppli
ministratrix of the estate of Hannah M Mosher late A lot of fun, a little pile,
ton of Bowdoin and’ Phillip C. Neal- friends.
cations they wounded their own bodies,
of A von in the County of Franklin, deceased, and
ey.
The bride is the daughter of
given bonds as the law directs. A ll persons having And
much that makes this life
their god answered not. Then Elijah
demands against the estate of said deceased are
the late Capt. R. F. Purington and
desired to present the same for settlement, and all in
mocked them, saying that perchance he
worth
while
debted thereto are requested to make payment im
was a graduate of the Farmington
was sleeping.
mediately.
And whatever you need in the
Normal school in 1910.
A della V- Bean
Elijah made ready the altar of the
Hardware line, buy of the
M. L. Nash had the misfortune to East Madrid, Me., Jan. 29, 1912.
January 16th, 1912.
living God and called upon Him. Light
lose his horse lately.
Miss
Jenmie
Wheeler,
who
has
ning fell from heaven and it was con- !
HELPFUL HINTS ON HaTk
been dangertously ill with catarrhal
sumed.
pneumonia,
is
somewhat
better,
we
HEALTH.
The prophet thought that then the
are glad to report.
fight was ended, that all would acknowl- ;
Mrs. Solon Mecham is visiting- Scalp and Hair Troubles Generally Caused
edge the Lord. Finding it was not so,
District No. 2, Dallas, Me.,
relatives in Dryden for a week
by Carelessness.
discouragement seized upon him and he !
Jan. 29, 1912.
Mrs. Silas Holden and brother,
prayed that he might die.
They commenced sawing birch, at John Masterman, of Minnesota, are
Dandruff is a contagious disease I
He journeyed to Mount Horeb and j Enamel the 24th.
caused by a microbe which also pro- I
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
D.
Wing.
lodged in a cave. The Lord called him \ N. B. Steward was a caller in the
duces baldness. Never use a comb or j
Mrs. Edgar Welts is not very wel <. brush belonging to some one else. No
At the corner Grocery opposite
forth and as he stood upon the mount place last week.
waiting to find God a mighty wind j Mrs. N. B. Steward was in Phil- j Dr. Currier is the attending physic matter how cleanly the owner may be, ■ Whitney’s drug store and get a loaf
these articles may be infected with mi- i
ian.
stirred all about him. It sang and lips last week.
crobes, which will infect your scalp. It I of that famous Phillips Home
bad
J.
H.
Welts
is
sick
with
a
whistled as it swept by. The trees,
i is far easier to catch hair microbes than ; Bakerv Br >ad. Mixed with milk
Harry Walker was in this place ! cold.
and even masses of rock, were moved. a few days last week..
I it is 10 get rid of them, and a single I
and he very best of flour.
One
stroke ot an infected comb or brush
And Elijah thought, “ This is the work
John Batcbellor of Lang Planta
may well lead to baldness.. Never try
W
slice rom th s bread will not dry uj>
of God. This is the God that I like, tion is at work ip Enamal mill.
op anybody eHe’s hat. Many a hata God of Majesty and of power.” But
while j ou are eating another.
1band is a resting place for microbes.
Cold weather up here; 54
below
God was not in the wind.
If you happen to be troubled with
aero last Thursday morning.
Remember we have this Bread
,IT t
T
or.
dandruff, itching scalp, falling hair or
Sometimes we, as Elijah in the wind
Mrs. Gust Johnson, who has been
est f reeman, Me., Jan. -9, 1912.
baldness, we have a remedy which we
fresh
every day right from the
are caught in the wind of man-made quite sick, is better at this writing.
The) 'lumbermen have good roads believe will completely relieve these
oven-red
hot—try one loaf and you
creeds, or of man-developed experi
and are hustling.
Time was, when troubles. We are so sure of this that
ences. We depend upon spectacular
will
use
no
other.
farmers
“took
it
easy”
winters
but i we offer it to you with the understand- :
Louvre’s H on ora b le Descent.
. .
,
t ,
,.
I ing that it will cost you nothing for the 1
experiences for finding God. But God
The Paris Louvre, now the world’s now it
is the most s ■renuous
ime i trial if it does not produce the results
is not in them in the larger presence, finest art gallery, was originally a of the year if they have lumber on we claim. This remedy is called RexL E A V IT T & JACOBS
royal
residence
in
the
reign
of
Dagowhich is seen in other ways. For this
their farms, which most of them do all “ 93” Hair Tonic. We honestly bereason many who seek for God in these bert, about the year 628 of our era.
in this section, and if not they buy gey*it to be the most scientific remedy
„
„ ,
. for scalp and hair troubles, and we
ways, who turn to him in time of re
a few acres of stumpage so as to jinow 0f nothing else that equals it for
vival soon lose sight of him.
have a finger in the pie.
, effectiveness, because of the results it
Elijah waited at the cave, and again
Mr. Mathew Weymouth, who is has produced in thousands of cases.
did he see great manifestations of
spending the winter with his sister, , Rexall 93 Hair Tonic is devised to
,,
,
, „ . , ' . . ,
banish dandruff, restore natural color
power. The earth shook around him,
Mrs. Augusta Sedgeley, thinks he can when its loss has been brought about by I
S T A B L E W IT H HOUSE.
great fissures opened at his feet. His
j stand the vigors of a Maine winter \disease, and make the hair naturally I
world was in the grasp of an earth Friends and Neighbors in Phillips I after many years’ absence, as he is silky, soft and glossy. It does this beLarge comfortable room s/ Just the
Will Show You How.
quake. Philosophers have thought of
advised that the mercury has fallen SaU9e ^ stimulates the hair follicles, place to spend a few weeks in the sum
destroys
the
ge.
m
matter,
and
brings
God as the Creator, as the First Great
to t>0 degrees below zero at his about a free, healthy circulation of mer for happiness and pleasure. Good
Get at the root of the trouble.
Cause. They ask what hope can we
home in Killman, Alberta Co., Can blood, which nourishes the hair roots, fishing near by. Rates reasonable..
Rubbing
an
aching
back
may
relieve
have of His care for us, we who are but
ada, which is several degree® 1iow- causing them to tighten and grow new Both telephones.
Bath room.
atoms upon a world which is but one in lit .
■er than he has known it to be there hair. We want everybody who has any
But it won’t cure it.
trouble
with
hair
or
scalp
to
know
that
an inconceivable number of His crea
You must reach the root of it— before.
GEO. L. L A K IN ,
we think that Rexall “ 93” Hair Tonic
tion. God is a God of justice. Ven the kidneys.
They slaughtered a fine pig
at is the best hair tonic and restorative in
Doan’s
Kidney
Pills
go
right
at
it;
gance follows all who break His law#
existence, and no one should scoff at or
Reach the cause; attack the pain. Neighbor Sedgeley’s the other day. doubt this statemenr, until they have
Jesus taught that God is our Father,
Phillips,
Maine
It weighed about 400 pounds
and
Have cured many Phillips people.
our claims to a fair test, with the
having for us a father’s love and care.
Nathaniel B Kennedy, Pleasant iSt , was very sweet and tender, as we put
understanding
that
they
pay
us
nothing
He bids us become acquainted with this I Phillips, Maine, says: “ I have been a
can testify, having been remembered i for the remedy if it does not give full
God of Lve. God is a God of justice. friend to Doan’s Kidney Pills for
and complete satisfaction in every par
with a generous amount.
many
years.
About
six
years
ago
1
But the justice is only a little part of
ticular. Two sizes, 50 cents and $1.00.
noticed that my kidneys were not
; Remember, you can obtain Rexall
His great love. We can not find God acting
just right. The kidney secre
Raising the Wind.
: Remedies in Phillips only at our store—
in the thunder of His denunciations tions began to pass too frequently
“There ain’t a dollar in the town I The Rexall Store. E. H. Whitney,
alone. We may learn something of and there was a constant, dull pain
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
treasury,”
said the mayor of Billville Phillips, Me.
Him, but will find Him much quicker by in my back. I often became dizzy to the town marshal, “and you’ll get
and spots floated before my eyes. I
learning of Jesus and His teachings.
knew that my kidneys were at fault no salary this raohth.” “Never believe
Again Elijah waited at the cave and and I tried in vain to get something It," said the cheerful marshal. “There
a great storm enwrapped the mountain, that would help me. I finally read are six automobiles headed this way.
J. B L A IN E M O R R IS O N
and the lightnings came like sheets of of Doan’s Kidney Pills and getting a Just make out the fines for exceedin
Wholesale and Retail.
-upply
at
Cragin’s
Drug
Store,
now
A
tto r n e y - at - L a w
the
speed
limit,
an’
leave
the
rest
to
fire. But the Lord was not in the fire. Whitney’s
Drug
Store,
be; an
Beal Block.^hUlips Fire hihI Life Insurance
We sometimes look to find God in the their use. The results were gratify me!”—Atlanta Constitution.
fire of some great deed. We think to ing. In little over a month I was
offer Him some great and spectacular as free from kidney trouble as if I A W A R N IN G A G A IN S T W E T F E E T .
had never had it.”
W et and chilled feet usually affect
B E A L & M cLE AR Y,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 the mucous membrane o f the nose
T he Inward Effects o f Humors are
throat
and lung's, and la grippe, bronDENTIST,
w orse than the outward.
They
en
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, enuis or
pneumonia may result. W atch Office at
Phillips Station
danger the w hole system.
¡Hood’s Sar New York, sole agents for the Unit carefully,
particularly the children, for
Suceaaaor
to Dr. Holt.
saparilla eradicates all humors, cures
tihe rackin?? stubborn coughs give .F o
ed States.
all their l>nward and outward effects.
AG ENTS:
ley’s H oney and Tar Compound.
It
H o u r» 8 t o 12; 1 t o ( . Branding» b y
It is tire great alterative and tonic,
Remember the name, Doan’s, and soothes
the inflamed membranes, and
C. B. Richardson, Strong.
whose merit has .been everywhere es
apvo Ibcjmmml
heals the c-ough quickly.
Take no su b 
take no others.
tablished.
stitute.
E. H. Whitiney, Phillips, ¡Me
L. L. Mitchell, KingfieltL

West Farmington

R. M.

B R O W N ’S

R. M . B R O W N ’S

East Madrid.

)

Phillips Hardware Co.

Dallas.

STOP

West Freeman

NOTICE

Go Right At It

W IL L O W S H O T E L

Proprietor

D. R. R O S S

Attorney and Counsellor at LawPHILLIPS, - - - - MAINE

COAL

Leave your orders early foi
next winter’s supply. For price*
apply to

/

Dr. B. S. Elliott,

M A IN E

WOODS,
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Seward J. Marsh, F. H. S., 1908,
Bowdoin, 1912, has been elected one of
the officers of the Deutscher Verin of
the college.
Miss Mary Hines of Fairbanks is ill.
We are glad to learn that Mrs. John
H. Crowell is gaining after an illness of
January, 28, 1912.
nearly a year.
The days are growing perceptibly
Clarence McCully of the Broadway
longer, nearly an hour.
studio was in Boston last week attend
O MAN doth safely rule but he
Mrs. Fred H. Wescott passed Wed ing a photographic meeting.
that hath learned to obey.
White Hollands Are Best Adapted—
nesday and Thursday with friends in
Frank Burbank, who has been suffer
The y Are Hardy and Quick Grow
Augusta.
ing from an attack of old fashioned grip,
CAKES WITHOUT MILK OR BUT
ers and Excellent Layers.
Mrs. John M. S. Hunter returned to is now able to be at his shop again.
BEST OF ENGLISH GARDENING
TER.
Dexter Tuesday morning, Jan. 23.
The White Holland bred of turkeys
Mrs. J. L. Carville, who has been
Melt two-thirds of a cup of fat,
Augustus B. btewart is making prep quite ill for several weeks past, is now American Parks Show Highest Ex is best adapted to small farms where
pression of Natural §tyle in
everything is crowded. They usually either lard, butterine, snowdrift or
arations for the building of a two tene confined to her bed.
Landscape Work.
make their nests in, or close around any odorless fat, with sufficient salt
ment house on his lot facing Greenwood
Examinations have been held at the
the farm buildings, and are excellent to give it a flavor; add one cup of
avenue. The two present houses face High school the past week.
Though many of our citizens abroad mothers during the incubation season, powdered sugar and two egg yolks
High street, but are on the same lot.
The Grange will work the 1st and 2d rave over the parks and gardens of being quiet and easily handled. When beaten thick and yellow. Then add
Mrs. Florence Eustis of Chesterville degrees at their regular meeting, Feb. Europe that are famous examples of
a half cup of water alternately with
is at work as operator in the local tele 3.
one and a half cups of flour that has
formal or architectural gardening, this
graph office.
Miss Rena Fowler, F. H. S. ,1907, style has not found lodgment in the
been sifted with two teaspoonfuls of
Mrs. Mary Elwell Stackpole and her Bates, 1914, took part in an entertain hearts of the American people. Much
baking powder.
All measurements
are level and the flour should be sift
mother, Mrs. W. B. Elwell, have en ment given by the Polymnia last week. has been said about our not being an
ed before measuring. Flavor to suit
gaged the Ralph Knowlton rooms in
Mrs. Lendall Marston is passing the Anglo-Saxon race, but our taste in
the taste and fold in the whites just
park building is one with that of the
the Main street block owned by him, and winter in Boston.
at the last.
English
people.
Landscape,
natural
Mrs. Stackpole will do dressmaking.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Whitney and
One Egg Cake.—Add a cup of sugar
Dr. Charles F. Thwing, president of i family of Wilton have moved to this or English gardening, call it what you
to two tablespoonfuls of melted short
will, originated with the English
Western Reserve University and Adel- town.
ening, an egg well beaten; add a cup
people and finds its highest expres
bert college, Cleveland, Ohio passed i The F. S. N. S. basketball team sion in the parks of our country. In
and a half of flour sifted with two
Sunday in town with his lather, Dea. played the Abbotts Thursday afternoon Golden Gate park in San Francisco
tablespoonfuls of baking powder, add
Joseph P. Thwing and sister, Miss last, and were defeated by a score of we may see one of the grandest ex
ed alternately with a third of a cup
Harriet H. Thwing.
of water. Flavor to taste. Raisins
amples in the United States, and it
36 to 10.
may he added, if desired, and it may
Mrs. Alvin Trundy has been quite ill,
Bert Jack, local agent for the Strout was built by a Scotchman who still
be baked in gem pans.
threatened with pneumonia. Mrs. Mary : Real Estate business, has rented the continues to mold its present and
Spice Cake.—Beat one egg light,
Knowlton was with her several days. j Katherine M. Titcomb cottage on Court plan its future.
add half a cup of powdered sugar, one
In the English style of park building
Dr. J.. W. Nichols was her pi ysician. ' 3treet and will soon move his family
tablespoonful of mixed spices, twothe grandest examples may be seen
She is now improving fast.
here.
thirds of a cup of molasses and twoin the simple copying of nature, and
Mrs. Harry Miller, who broke her
The Men’s Club met at the Court its reproduction in places previously
thirds of a cup of melted shortening
Pair of White Hollands.
left wrist Dec. 10, has had both splints house Monday evening last.
and beat together thoroughly; add
laid waste by the hand of man, or in
removed and is now regaining the use
All were pleased to see Rev. Mr. those barren parts where little natu the poults are hatched they readily two and a half cups of flour sifted
of her hand slowly.
Clapp in his pulpit last Sabbath after ral beauty was present, man has prac take to the fields, never loafing with one teaspoonful of cream of tar
Mrs. A. C. Nickerson is at Fairbanks his severe illness.
ticed “ the art that doth mend” nature around the barnyard, and yet nearly tar, adding a cup of water and a ta
until
under his plastic hand all has always keeping within sight. With blespoon of lemon juice. Bake in a
caring for Mrs. Augustus Streeter,
G. H. Coffin, Jr., was ordained to the
who is quite ill with the prevailing Baptist ministry at the Baptist church, become beautiful. One cannot see in but little attention they are always at slow oven.
Ginger Bread.—This is a cake that
such places even a suggestion of the home at night. They are hardy and
grip.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 31, and in
French, Italian or other styles, but quick growers, and excellent layers. has been given several times, but it
Mrs. Nina D. Palmer of Malden, stalled as pastor of that church.
will notice that the simple needs of One of my yearling hens laid 50 eggs is well worth repeating, for it is cer
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr. and
The W. C. T. U. meets this Thurs the landscape have been met. That this season, besides hatching a brood tainly the best of ginger cakes:
Mrs. Charles T. Duley of the Falls day afternoon with Mrs. Charles Sawyer, is the general conception of English of 24 poults from 25 eggs.
Take a half cup of melted lard or
village.
other shortening, a cup-of sugar and a
the subject for discussion being prison and American parks, though small for
Mrs. Charles Yeaton, nee Mabel E. and jail work.
mal gardens of the older style may GOOD QUALITIES OF HOMER cup of molasses, one egg well beaten,
three cups of flour and two teaspoon
Hunter, served as one of the ushers at
Miss Nellie Farmer is visiting friends be imposed upon the natural in appro
priate spots. In French and Italian Used ir. Preference to All Others for fuls of soda dissolved in a cup oi
the reception given the delegates to in Phillips.
boiling water added at the last Use
parks, especially the smaller ones, the
Breeding Purposes on Account
the Club Women at their meeting at
a tablespoonful of ginger and a teavisitor feels the presence of man in
of Large Size.
Ready.
Dexter last Thursday.
spoonful of cinnamon for the flavor
the
studied
scheme,
and
a
conscious
Rev. Gude—"Isn’t there some one
Mrs. Sarah E. Cowan, who has been
ing, and do not forget to add a little
effort
for
effect.
Tte
Hovner
is
used
for
breeding
in
j
here
who
will
help
us
to
keep
up
inter
very ill of pneumonia some days, suc
preference to all others, on account salt.
cumbed to the disease Wednesday of est In the church?” Deacon Tightwad
(suddenly awakening)—“ I, for one, am TO SAVE JOB OF FORESTER of its la.rge size, prolific and fertile * Hot Water Cake.—Beat two eggs
last week. Services were held Thurs prepared to raise the rates to 8 per
breeding. Being splendid feeders, the with a scant cup of sugar until very
day afternoon and the body taken to cent, on real estate loans and 10 per j
squabs are always in nice, fat condl- j light; add a fourth of a teaspoonful
Sidney, her former home, for burial. cent, on chattel mortgages, if the other Important Office in Chicago in Dan tion for selling for broilers, or they of salt, one-half a teaspoon of lemon
ger of Perishing for Lack
Rev. George Coffin of the Baptist money lenders in the congregation
can be raised to full growth and sold extract and a fourth of a cup of rap
of Funds.
at a profitably price. They can be idly boiling water, heating all the
church officiated.
She leaves two j will co-operate.”—Puck.
bred in confinement or at liberty, and : time. Quickly stir in one cup of flour
daughters and a son; Miss Ida, who
An appropriation by the Chicago | raise from 12 to 16 young in a year which has been sifted with a teaspoon
has tenderly cared for her mother for
Sourcec of Her Cold.
council for the city forester was a j
ful of baking powder. Bake in layers
As papa d Tn’t come home for lunch, Christmas gift suggestion made by or a pair every six weeks from Jan
years, Mrs. Grace Hersom of Kendall
uary
15
to
November
or
moulting
Green, Mass., and B’red H. Cowan of mamma and little Katherine always Eames MacVeagh. He offered it as
time. They lay but two eggs and sit
Jamaica Plain, Mass. All three are ate a cold repast, which Katherine an officer of the Municipal Art league.
didn’t like. One morning the little girl
The council appropriated $6,000 last
graduates of the Normal school.
woke up with a vefy hoarse voice year for civic forestry. Mr.. Mac
Ed a in T. Clifford, F. S. N. S., ’88,
“Where could you have caught that Veagh says the forester has done
Common in New York.
was recently installed as master of the cold, dea'r?" asked mamma. “I think
much with this limited sum, but that
The stranger in New York was star
Grange in his home town, Winthrop.
it was from eating that cold meat yes- . to expect him to m. ke Chicago beau
tled by the clanging of an ambulance
Friday, Jan. 26, was the coldest yet. terday, mamma.”
tiful with this- expenditure is ridicu
bell The ambulance stopped at the
Reports of the thermometer standing
lous. He calls attention to much larg-'
i side door of a hotel and the attendas low as 42 degrees below are given.
er appropriations which smaller cities
: ants hurriedly entered the building
George C. Wheeler of Purtland, form
have given similar offices.
i with their stretcher. But there was
erly of Farmington, has received the
“ In Chicago there are more than
no crowd, no confusion.
2,000 miles of residence streets,” said
appointment of referee in bankruptcy
“What’s the excitement?” the stran
A Statement of Facts Backed by a Strong Mr. MacVeagh.
“ IL is possible to
for the counties of York and Cumber
ger
asked a native.
Guarantee. .
maintain trees and parkways along ( about 18 days in hatching, and then
“ There’s no excitement.” the latter
land. Mr. Wheeler is a graduate of
most of them, but only a small mile
Bowdoin and the Harvard Law School,
We guarantee complete relief to all age is so planted. The value of trees they feed their young while they are replied. “A stage lady has shot a
and is a member of the Common Coun sufferers from constipation, or, in to public health is generally recog preparing for another nesting, which wealthy gentleman. That's *J1.”
And be-hurvitirt along.—Cleveland
they usually have before the squabs
every case where we fail, we will sup
cil o f Portland.
nized. The ethical influence of green can feed themselves.
Dealer.*I
ply the medicine free.
Mrs. John Morrill, who is passing the
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, effec foliage in. creating attractive sur-1
the winter with her granddaughter and tive, dependable, and safe bowel regu roundings for the home are more
The Wife's Pan.
family, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Barker, lator, strengthened and tonic. They vaguely appreciated. Trees, however,
When a man decides to Jive on his
aim
to
reestablish
nature’s
functions
FIRST
LA
G R IPPE ,
THEN
BRON
stimulate so pleasantly the sense of
has been quite ill with the prevailing
in a quiet, easy way. They do not beauty in every normal being that wits, his wife should thoughtfully in
C H IT IS.
severe cold.
cause inconvenience, griping, or nausea. any defense of tree planting becomes vest ic a new washing machine.—At
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
chison Globe.
They are so pleasant to.take ai d work
Bailey, McCreary, K y„ “ My wife was
so easily that they mav be taken by almost unnecessary.”
t taken down with a severe attack of
W e wish to call your attention to the any one at any time. They thoroughly
Jla grippe, which run into bronchitis.
Planting Firmly.
ict that most Infectious diseases such tone up the whole system to healthy
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
I She coughed as tho’ she had consumpIs sweeping over tshe town.
Old ami I tion and could not sleep at night. The
s whooping- cough, diphtheria and scar- activity.
Failure in planting of trees and young
al i-ke are affected and
the
Rexall
Orderlies
are
unsurpassable
little I first bottle o f Foley’ s Honey and Tar
■t fever are contracted w*hen the child
shrubs is often caused by not firming strain is particularly hard on
and ideal for the use of children, old the plants in the ground. A plant or , children and on elderly people. Foley’s Compound gave her so much relief that
as a cold. Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy
Honey and Tar Compound is a quick, she continued using it until she was
folks, and delicate persons. We can
"ill quickly cure a cold and greatly less- not too highly recommend them to all tree that does not have the soil prop-1 safe and reliable cure for all coughs
E. H. Whitney,
and colds.
Contains no opiates.
E. permanently cured.”
n the danger o f
contracting these sufferers from any form of constipa erly pressed around the roots is very H.
I LiilClips, Me
Whitney, Phillips* Me.
Lseases.
This remedy is famous for tion and its attendant evils. Three slow to take hold and in the case of
trees that sway in the wind It invaria
s cures of colds. It contains no opium sizes, 10c., 25c , ar d 50c. Remember
r other narcotic and may be given to you obtain Rexall Remedies in this bly means failure if the season is at ajl
child with Implicit confidence. Sold community only at our store—The Rex unfavorable.
all Store. E. H. Whitney, Phillips
Dig good sized holes, twice as deep
y all dealers.
Me.
and as wide as the size of the roots
require, fill in again with sufficient soil
that the plant may rest on it at the
proper depth (by a glance at. the plant
you will readily see how deep it has
been in the ground before), then fill
in around (he roots with fine soil, firm
ing with the foot or rammer as you
proceed. When completely filled up it
should be as firmly in the ground as if
it had been growing for some time.

FARMINGTON

NO REASON FORLOUbi.

Hess Stock Food
The best line we
ever carried.

The Name Lester on your Piano assures ycu cf a
Piano that will last a lifetim e.

You will find that druggists every
speak
well
of Chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy. T h ey know from long
where

Write for catalogue.

CHAS. W. NORTON

C h u r c h . S tre e t

-

-

F arm ington ,

Credit Societies.
Theere are now 3,456 urban and
rural co-operative credit societies in
India, with a membership of 226,958
and a working capital of $3,442.580, of
which only $240,590 is contributed by
the government. These figures repre
sent the work of about seven years

M a in e

experience In the
sale of It that in
cases of coughs and colds it can a l
ways be depended upon, and that It is
pleasant and eafe to take. For pole

by all AeaUkra.

Worth calling to see if you
don’t buy.
Our low prices are a great
inducement to many.

C. E. DYER.
STR O N G ,

-

-
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W E SO LIC IT T H E

W O OD S,

P A TR O N 

!

AGE OF T H A T CLASS ©F DE-i
POSITORS
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KINGF1ELD I

SEDGELEY, HOYT & C 0 .
BIG BARGAIN SALE

CONSIDER

Dress Goods, prices from 5 cents to 59 cents a yd.
Kingfield! Me., Jan. 29, 1912.
Mrs. Wallace Libby and son, Ken
Outing Flannel, the best for 8 cents a y d .
OUR C A P IT A L AND SURPLUS;
drick, are visiting re! tatives in Low
Coats, good ones, for $5, $6, $7 and" $10.
OF $110,000.00 g u a r a n t e e s ' ell and Boston.
Suits, old style, sizes 34, 38 and 40 for $3.50
The ladies are talking of. a leap
T H A T S A F E T Y , AND OUR IN
Capes, old style $1, $2, and $2.50
year hall for Feb. 29.
T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E HIGH
Kain
Coats, $2.00
Orren Tufts and J. Glenwood Win
Children’s all wool vests and pants for 25 cents
ter iare expected home from Farm
E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W I T H
ington High school for a few days
Children’s stockings for 10 cents a pair
SUCH S A F E T Y .
the last’ of the week.
Corset covers, new ones for 2U cents
The social at the Universalist
Colored waists, new ones for 50 cents and $1.00
vestry Jan. 24, was well attended.
Linen crash marked 7 cents a yd.
The program was readings and game
One lot of blankets marked $1.15
with a lunch of cake and cocoa.
Frank F. Graves, optometrist, of
Fur caps, sizes 6 3-4 and 7 at cost
New Sharon, was in town last week.
$1.00 Corsets, old style, all sizes for 39 cents
Miss Susie Stanley gave a whist
Leather top rubbers in size 6 only, for $1.50
party to a few lady friends, ThursOne lot $3.50 moccasins marked $2.00
dayi, Jan. 25.
$2.75 Men’s felt shoes, sizes 9 and 10, for $1,50
Dr. and Mrs. P. O. Hopkins
of
North New Portland were the guests
Lumbermen’s low moccasins new lot $1.50 and $2.50
of Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Fennell, Wed
Worsted yarn floss, black, red, 5 cents a skein
nesday.
Skirts, sizes of waist 24, 25, 26, 28 for $1.00
The hardwobd floor has been
completed in the F. B. church and
cocoa matting has been purchased
feet are reported in town.
for the aisles and balls.
It was a bleak, bitter afternoon in ♦
Dr. Howard of Farmington was
The Ladies’ Social Union will
January, (so cold in fact that scar
W e do a lot of
called in consultation with Dr. Pen
ce!'¡y a nose protruded out of doors
meet at Everett hall next Tuesday,
nell by Lucien Dudley, Saturday. Mr.
at all, or even at a venture) whilst
Feb. 6.
Dudley remains about the same.
the winter sun was fast declining
H. A. Chandler was in Portland
Cheston Hutchins, who has
not
into the robbin’s-egg-blue beyond the
last week.
been well this winter, suffered an
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j.Watch Repairing

JOHNSON
PANTS
W EAR

WHERE

Kolorfast Mattings

OTHERS

for Floors.

FAIL

Colors uneffected

-b y

We have your

Water or Sunlight.

size

$3.25

and
3.50

$

Byron

RUBBERS

Keep your feet
dry during sloppy
days coming, / b y
buying a pair of
rubbers, e i t h e r
light or h e a v y
weight.

Steam Laundry.

hard for m e to breath.
A
neighbor
gavej me several doses o f Dr. K in g’s
New D iscovery w hich brought great re
A Des M oines man Pad an attack o f
lief.
The doctor said I was on the m uscular rheumatism In his shoulder.
verge o f pneum onia, but to continue A friend advised him to g o to Hot
with the Discovery.
I did so
and
That meant an expense
of
tw o bottles com pletely cured m e.” Use Springs.
only this quick, safe, reliable m edicine $150.00 or more. He sought for a quick
er
and
cheaper
way
to
cure
it
and
for coughs, colds, or any th roat
or
lung trouble.
Price 50c and $1.00. T ri found it In Cham berlain's
Ldniment.
al bottle free.
Guaranteed b y E. H. Three days after the first application
W hitney, Phillips;
Riddle’ s Pharm acy, of this liniment he was well. F o r sale
Rangeley; Charles E. Dyer, of Strong;
by all dealers.
I,. L. Mitchell, King-field.

the kind oif warmth that stays,
the
warmth that reaches from head t o foot,
all over the body.
W e could have told
(him from personal
knowledge
that
H ood’s Sarsaparilla gives permanent
warmth, it invigorates the blood and
speeds it along through a rtery
and
vein, and really fits men and women,
boys and girls, to enjoy cold weather
and resist the attacks o f disease. It
gives the right kind o f w*armth, stim u 
lates and strengthens at the same time
and all Its benefits are lasting. There
m ay be a suggestion in this fo r you.
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